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As we begin to reach the limits of classical computing, quantum computing has emerged as a technology
that has captured the imagination of the scientific world. While for many years, the ability to execute quantum
algorithms was only a theoretical possibility, recent advances in hardware mean that quantum computing devices
now exist that can carry out quantum computation on a limited scale. Thus it is now a real possibility, and
of central importance at this time, to assess the potential impact of quantum computers on real problems of
interest. One of the earliest and most compelling applications for quantum computers is Feynmans idea of
simulating quantum systems with many degrees of freedom. Such systems are found across chemistry, physics,
and materials science. The particular way in which quantum computing extends classical computing means
that one cannot expect arbitrary simulations to be sped up by a quantum computer, thus one must carefully
identify areas where quantum advantage may be achieved. In this review, we briefly describe central problems
in chemistry and materials science, in areas of electronic structure, quantum statistical mechanics, and quantum
dynamics, that are of potential interest for solution on a quantum computer. We then take a detailed snapshot of
current progress in quantum algorithms for ground-state, dynamics, and thermal state simulation, and analyze
their strengths and weaknesses for future developments.
I. WHAT IS A QUANTUM COMPUTER?
HOW IS IT RELEVANT TO QUANTUM SIMULATION?
A quantum computer is a device which expands the com-
putational capabilities of a classical computer via the process-
ing of quantum information [1–6]. The basic unit of quantum
information, called a qubit, is synonymous with a two-level
quantum system. Denoting the two basis states of a qubit
as |0〉, |1〉, the general single-qubit state may be a superpo-
sition |ψ〉 = ∑z=0,1 cz|z〉 where c0, c1 are complex numbers
satisfying
∑
z |cz|2 = 1 (see Figure 1 for a common visual-
ization). For n qubits, there are 2n basis states, which can
be enumerated as bitstrings |z1 . . . zn〉, z1 . . . zn = 0, 1. To
specify a general quantum state of n qubits, one must spec-
ify a complex coefficient (amplitude) for each basis state, i.e.
|ψ〉 = ∑z1...zn=0,1 cz1...zn |z1 . . . zn〉. The exponential num-
ber of amplitudes needed to specify the general state of n
qubits stands in contrast to the linear amount of information
needed to encode a single bitstring |z1 . . . zn〉 (each of which
is a state of n classical bits).
Measuring the qubits in this basis, often referred to as the
computational basis, collapses the state onto a single (random)
bitstring |z1, . . . z〉 with the probability |cz1...zn |2. Hence, the
description of quantum mechanical processes is always prob-
abilistic. However, quantum mechanics is not completely cap-
tured by classical probabilities. In particular, instead of mea-
suring each qubit in the computational basis, we can measure
in a different basis; in the visualization of Fig. 1, this cor-
responds to measuring not along the zˆ axis, but for example
the xˆ axis. Such a measurement will again yield a single bit
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string in the new basis, |x1 . . . xn〉with probability |cx1...xn |2.
However, this new probability is a function of the full com-
plex amplitudes of the state and cannot be obtained in terms
of a single classical probability distribution. This gives rise to
the possibility for storing more general kinds of correlations
in the quantum state [7, 8], which is the heart of the quan-
tum phenomenon of entanglement, the name given to corre-
lations in a system that cannot be mimicked by a classical
distribution of states. The possibility of creating entangled
states in a space of exponentially large dimension and ma-
nipulating these states by exploiting their constructive or de-
structive interference is the ultimate source of the computa-
tional power of a quantum computer. However, despite the
exponential separation between quantum and classical infor-
mation, this does not simply mean that quantum computers
FIG. 1. A common way to visualize the state of a single-qubit is
to parametrize it as |ψ〉 = cos(θ/2)|0〉+ eiφ sin(θ/2)|1〉 where the
angles θ, φ map the state onto a point on the surface of a sphere,
known as the Bloch sphere. The north and south poles, |0〉 and |1〉,
represent the “classical states” (or computational basis states) and
denote the bits 0, 1 used in a classical computer.
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2can compute answers to problems “in parallel” with an ex-
ponential speedup, for example, by storing multiple different
solutions in the many amplitudes. This is because reading out
from a quantum computer destroys the state, and thus to har-
ness the power of quantum information, a quantum algorithm
must coordinate interference between the amplitudes such that
useful information can be read out with high confidence with-
out exponentially many measurements.
The interest in quantum computing for quantum simula-
tions of molecules and materials stems from the fact that in
many cases, the chemistry and physics of molecules and ma-
terials is best described using quantum mechanics. Thus, the
state of a many-particle molecule also encodes quantum infor-
mation, and as the number of atoms increases, similarly can
require an exponentially large number of classical bits to de-
scribe. This means that in the worst case, quantum simulation
is exponentially hard on classical computers. This is the mo-
tivation for Feynman’s famous observation that “Nature isn’t
classical, dammit, and if you want to make a simulation of
nature, you’d better make it quantum mechanical” [9].
A moment’s reflection, however, suggests that the potential
quantum advantage for a quantum computer in quantum simu-
lation is nonetheless subtle. For example, if it were indeed im-
possible to say anything about how atoms, molecules, or mate-
rials behave, without using a quantum computer, there would
be no disciplines of chemistry, condensed matter physics, or
materials science! Decades of electronic structure and quan-
tum chemistry simulations suggest that reasonable, and in
some cases very high accuracy, solutions of quantum me-
chanics can be obtained by classical algorithms in practice.
Quantum advantage in quantum simulation is thus problem-
specific, and must be tied both to the types of questions that
are studied, as well as the accuracy required.
We can look to theoretical quantum computer science to
better understand the power of quantum computers in quan-
tum simulation. The natural problem to solve on a quantum
computer is the time evolution of a quantum system given
some initial state,
Quantum dynamics: i∂t|Ψ(t)〉 = Hˆ|Ψ(t)〉. (1)
This problem is representative for the complexity class BQP
(bounded-error quantum polynomial) i.e. it is of polynomial
cost on a quantum computer and believed to offer a clear sep-
aration from the classical case (although an exponential quan-
tum speedup has been rigorously proven only in the query
complexity setting [10]). However, it is necessary to prepare
the initial state, which may be difficult by itself. In particu-
lar, preparing a low-energy state may be challenging, which
naturally leads to considering other important problems,
Ground state: E0 = min|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Hˆ|Ψ〉 (2)
Thermal averages: 〈Aˆ〉 = Tr
[
Aˆe−βHˆ
]
Tr
[
e−βHˆ
] (3)
Ground state determination lies in complexity class QMA
(quantum Merlin-Arthur) [4], a class of problems not known
to be efficiently solvable (in general) on a quantum com-
puter [11]. This also means that thermal averages cannot
in general be computed efficiently on a quantum computer,
since in the limit of zero temperature, this problem reduces
to ground-state determination. Although it is the case that
there are many physical ground state and thermal problems
that are not hard to solve in practice (as demonstrated by ef-
ficient classical simulation of many problems) and similarly
many initial states of interest in quantum dynamics that are
easy to prepare, the above tells us that in a rigorous sense, we
do not have a theoretical guarantee that a quantum computa-
tional advantage can be achieved for the central problems in
quantum simulation.
Given the limits to the guidance that can be provided by rig-
orous computational complexity results, it is clear that to un-
derstand quantum advantage in chemistry, condensed matter
physics, and quantum materials science, we must be guided
by actual empirical data in the form of numerical and the-
oretical experiments with quantum algorithms and quantum
devices on simulation problems of interest. This requires
making progress on both theoretical and practical questions
of quantum simulations, ranging from the basic algorithms
and choices of encoding and representation to issues of circuit
compilation, readout, and mapping to specialized hardware.
A central purpose of this review is to provide a perspective
on what the relevant chemical and materials problems are to-
day; to give a snapshot of the limitations of classical meth-
ods for these problems; and in these contexts to understand
the strengths, weaknesses, and bottlenecks of existing ideas
for quantum algorithms, and where they need to be improved,
both in terms of fundamental theoretical aspects as well as
practical methods of implementation.
A. Current quantum architectures
The idea of using a quantum mechanical device to perform
a computation was first considered in earnest by Richard P.
Feynman in a famous lecture in 1982 [9]. Feynman’s sug-
gestion was to build a lattice of spins with tunable interac-
tions. He conjectured that by appropriately tuning these inter-
actions, such a system could be made to imitate the behavior
of any other (bosonic) quantum system with the same dimen-
sionality, and thus could serve as a way to compute the prop-
erties of some other system that one would like to study. This
idea, which is often referred to as analog quantum computa-
tion [12–14], is still very much alive today and embodied in
the field of cold atomic gases and related techniques, which
has made great progress in simulating complicated physics of
strongly correlated systems in a controlled environment. A
general schematic of the idea is shown in Figure 2.
However, such systems come with some limitations: in par-
ticular, a given setup for an analog quantum computer can
practically only simulate a certain subset of physical systems.
For example, it would be challenging to tune the physical in-
teractions between cold atoms arranged in a one-dimensional
lattice to simulate local interactions on a higher-dimensional
graph. Furthermore, just as in the classical case, analog quan-
3FIG. 2. Schematic of a quantum simulation of quantum dynamics. A
quantum simulator (bottom) is prepared in an initial state |ψ(0)〉, that
is a representation of the initial state |φ(0)〉 of the actual system of
interest (top). The simulator is manipulated by a unitary transforma-
tion Uˆ ′ that is an encoding of the real-time evolution of the system
of interest, and the final simulator state |ψ(t)〉 is measured, yield-
ing information about the dynamics of the original system. From
Ref. [15].
tum computers are ultimately limited in accuracy because over
time, errors in the experiment accumulate without a system-
atic means of correction. In this review, we therefore focus
on a second, more general, approach to quantum simulations
offered by digital quantum computation. Here, very much in
analogy to the classical computers we are used to, one con-
siders a system of quantum registers – qubits – that are con-
trolled through some set of instructions - the quantum gates.
Quantum gates are a convenient way to describe and under-
stand the manipulation of quantum states. Usually the gate
operations are defined over only a few qubits at a time, thus
the action of each gate can be viewed as a unitary time evolu-
tion of the n-qubit system under a suitable Hamiltonian acting
non-trivially over only on a few qubits (usually one or two).
Any quantum computation can be expressed by a sequence of
such elementary gates, called a quantum circuit, applied to an
initial basis state, e.g. |00 . . . 0〉, and followed by the measure-
ment of some set of the qubits. Some examples of elementary
gates used throughout this review are shown in Table I. One
can show that with a finite (and indeed relatively small) set of
such gate operations, one can in principle generate arbitrary
quantum evolution for a finite time to arbitrary precision! In
other words, every problem in the complexity class BQP can
be mapped into a quantum program, i.e. the quantum circuit
composed of such elementary gates.
A third model of quantum computation is adiabatic quan-
tum computation. Here, the computation is encoded into
a time-dependent Hamiltonian, and the system is evolved
slowly to track the instantaneous ground state of this Hamilto-
nian. It can be shown that this model is equivalent to circuit-
based digital quantum computation [16], but it is usually con-
sidered to be less practical. However, a restricted version of
it, adiabatic quantum optimization [17], has attracted signifi-
cant attention. Here, a classical optimization problem is en-
coded into a quantum Hamiltonian, to which one adds some
non-commuting terms to endow the system with non-trivial
quantum dynamics. If one then slowly turns off the quantum
terms, the optimal solution to the classical problem should be
obtained. In practice, however, one may have to go imprac-
tically slowly for this to be true; the detailed analysis of this
approach is a complex problem that is not covered in this re-
view.
B. Building a circuit-based digital quantum computer
Returning to circuit-based quantum simulation, what is the
status of the field today? The natural enemy of quantum com-
putation is decoherence of the qubit, i.e. the tendency of the
stored quantum state to decay into a classical state. After
decades of research, a number of qubit technologies [18, 19],
for example superconducting qubits [20] and ion traps [21],
have reached the point where small devices of a few dozen
qubits can be sufficiently isolated from decoherence to exe-
cute non-trivial quantum algorithms of a few tens to hundreds
of gates. This has been termed the noisy intermediate-scale
quantum (NISQ) era [22]. With these devices, the first demon-
strations of quantum supremacy appear to be possible. For
this, an artificial but well-defined problem that is intractable
classically is solved on a quantum computer [23]. (Here, both
“solve” and “classically intractable” are meant in the practi-
cal sense of not being solvable on current classical hardware
with current algorithms, but where a result can be obtained
using current quantum hardware.) However, so far the pro-
posed problems do not generally have practical relevance, and
a more important and challenging question is when a scien-
tifically or commercially relevant problem can be solved on a
quantum computer.
Adressing problems in quantum simulation will almost cer-
tainly require larger circuits than current quantum supremacy
proposals. To reach these, it will almost certainly be neces-
sary to correct errors that occur on qubits during the computa-
tion. While the no-cloning theorem prevents error correction
by simple redundancy, it can be shown that quantum error
correction is possible nonetheless by encoding a single qubit
into an entangled state of many qubits [25], to use suitable
measurement to detect errors occurring in the system and to
apply suitable unitary transformations correcting such errors
without disturbing the information encoded in the system (see
Figure 3). This leads to the very important distinction between
physical and logical qubits. The latter are error-corrected and
encoded in the state of many physical qubits. Quantum al-
gorithms are performed on the logical qubits, and the error-
correction scheme translates the operations on logical qubits
into physical operations. This incurs significant overhead: de-
pending on the error rate of the underlying physical qubits and
the target error rate of the logical qubits, one may need hun-
dreds or even thousands of physical qubits to realize a single
logical qubit. Therefore, when evaluating the capabilities of
some qubit platform with respect to an algorithm, one must
be careful to include the cost of encoding logical qubits into
physical qubits to achieve the required error rates.
4name symbol matrix representation name symbol matrix representation
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)
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Pauli Z Z
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Z rotation Rz(θ)
(
e−i
θ
2 0
0 ei
θ
2
)
Hadamard H
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
cNOT •

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

S gate S
(
1 0
0 i
)
cU •
U

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 u00 u01
0 0 u10 u11

T T
(
1 0
0 ei
pi
4
)
Z measurement p(k) = |〈k|Ψ〉|2
TABLE I. Examples of quantum gate operations and circuit elements. Top, left: single-qubit Pauli operators. Top, right: single-qubit rotations
(for example, Rx(θ) = e−i
θ
2
X . Middle, left: relevant single-qubit operations in the Clifford group. Middle, right: two-qubit CNOT
(controlled-X) and cU (controlled-U) gates. Bottom, left: T gate. Bottom, right: measurement of a single qubit in the computational basis.
II. SIMULATION CHALLENGES IN MOLECULAR AND
MATERIALS SCIENCE
We now turn to survey a representative, but certainly non-
exhaustive, set of scientific problems that could be interest-
ing for quantum simulation. We group these roughly into a
few areas: quantum chemistry, the problem of determining the
low-lying states of electrons in molecules; quantum molecu-
lar spectroscopy, concerned with stationary states of the nu-
clei vibrating and rotating in molecules; chemical quantum
dynamics, that studies the non-equilibrium electronic and nu-
clear motion of molecules associated with reactions and exter-
nal fields; correlated electronic structure in materials, a close
cousin of quantum chemistry in the materials domain, but
with several important differences in practice and in empha-
sis; and dynamical quantum effects in materials, concerned
with driven and out-of-equilibrium material systems.
A. Quantum chemistry
Quantum chemistry is concerned with determining the low-
lying eigenstates of the electronic Hamiltonian of a molecule.
The eigenstates are determined for fixed sets of nuclear posi-
tions, i.e. within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. De-
termining the main features of the resulting potential energy
surface, i.e. the electronic energy as a function of nuclear po-
sitions, its minima and saddle points, is key to understanding
chemical reactivity, product distributions, and reaction rates.
There exists a wide range of quantum chemical methods
with different accuracy and speed tradeoffs, ranging from den-
sity functional methods that routinely treat a few thousand
atoms or more on modern cluster resources [26], to high-level
many-electron wavefunction methods, such as coupled clus-
ter theory, that can attain chemical accuracy of 1 kcal/mol
and better, on systems of tens of atoms [27, 28]. However,
most methods in quantum chemistry are most accurate for
problems where there is a dominant electronic configuration,
a subset of the quantum chemistry problem known as the
single-reference problem. Single-reference quantum chem-
5FIG. 3. Examples of error correction schemes. (a) Quantum circuit
implementing the bit-flip code. The state of a single logical qubit,
|ψ〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉 is encoded in the state of three physical qubits as
α|000〉+ β|111〉. The system is then sent through a channel Ebit =
E⊗3, where E flips a qubit with probability p (X error). Measuring
the Z operator on the last two qubits permits to determine whether
a qubit has been flipped by the channel, and to correct such an error
without corrupting the transmitted state. (b) Schematic of the surface
code for quantum error correction and quantum fault-tolerance. Top:
a two-dimensional array implementation of the surface code, data
qubits are open circles and measurement qubits are filled circles, with
measure-Z qubits colored green (dark) and measure-X qubits colored
yellow (light). Middle: sequence of operations (left), and quantum
circuit (right) for one surface code cycle for a measure-Z qubit, to
detect sign flip errors. Bottom: similar, but for measure-X qubits.
Adapted from Ref. [24].
istry is found in the ground-states of many simple molecules
(e.g. hydrocarbons), but in many molecular excited states,
at stretched bond geometries, and in transition metal chem-
istry, multiple electronic configurations can come into play,
which is referred to as multi-reference quantum chemistry.
The distinction between single- and multi-reference problems
in quantum chemistry is sketched in Figure 4. Despite much
work (and progress) in extending quantum chemistry to multi-
reference situations, the attainable accuracy in molecules with
more than a few atoms is significantly lower than in the single-
reference case. Some examples of multi-reference quantum
chemical problems include:
• The chemistry of enzyme active sites. Such active sites
can involve multiple coupled transition metals, famous
examples being the 4 manganese ions in the oxygen
evolving complex [31], or the 8 transition metals in
the iron-sulfur clusters of nitrogenase [32, 33], shown
FIG. 4. Single-reference (left) and multi-reference (right) wavefunc-
tions. The former is qualitatively described by a single Slater deter-
minant, the latter by a linear combination of a potentially large num-
ber of Slater determinants. Often such determinants correspond to
different configurations of electrons in an “active space” of orbitals.
in Figure 5. They present some of the most compli-
cated multi-reference quantum chemistry problems in
the biological world. Combined theoretical and exper-
imental studies, primarily at the level of density func-
tional theory, have proven successful in unravelling
many structural and electronic features of such enzyme
active sites [34–36]. However, a detailed understand-
ing of the interplay between spin-coupling and delo-
calization between metals, which requires true multi-
reference quantum chemistry and is needed to interpret
aspects of experimental spectroscopy, remains in its in-
fancy [29, 30, 37–39].
• Transition metal nanocatalysts and surface catalysts.
Similarly to enzyme active sites, simulating the mecha-
nism of action of synthetic heterogeneous catalysts re-
mains a major challenge. While density functional the-
ory has been widely employed, predictions of even ba-
sic quantities such as the adsorption energy of small
molecules are unreliable [40, 41]. While not all such
problems are expected to be multi-reference in charac-
ter, even the single-reference modeling of such chem-
istry, at a level significantly beyond density functional
theory, is currently challenging or impossible. In addi-
tion, multi-reference effects are expected to play a role
in certain catalysts, such as transition metal oxides, or at
intermediate geometries in reaction pathways [40, 42–
44].
• Light harvesting and the vision process. The photo-
chemistry of conjugated organic molecules is the means
by which nature interacts with light. Some promi-
nent examples of such natural conjugated systems in-
clude the carotenoid and chlorophyll pigments in the
light-harvesting complex of plants [45, 46], as well as
the rhodopsin system associated with vision [47, 48].
While describing the interaction with light is not purely
a question of electronic structure, as it involves the
quantum dynamical evolution of quantum states, the
6FIG. 5. Left: Iron-sulfur clusters associated with different oxidation states (PN, Syn (a synthetic model of PN), P1+ and Pox) of the P cluster
of the nitrogenase enzyme, from Ref. [29]. Right: Mn4Ca core of the oxygen evolving complex of photosystem II, from Ref. [30].
quantum chemical questions revolve around the poten-
tial energy surfaces of the ground- and excited-states,
and the influence of the environment on the spec-
trum [49]. These questions are currently challenging
due to the size of the systems involved as well as the
varying degree of single- and multi-reference character
in many of the conjugated excited states [50–52].
The basic quantum simulation problem is the ground-state (or
low-energy eigenstate) problem for the electronic Hamilto-
nians, and the basic metric is whether ground-state or low-
energy eigenstate quantum algorithms yield more accurate en-
ergies (for comparable computational resources) than the best
classical algorithms, for the problem sizes of interest. Proof-
of-principle demonstrations could be carried out in simplified
models of the above problems (e.g. in small active spaces of
orbitals). However, to make real progress, one should also
consider more quantitative models, which requires treating a
large number of electrons in a large number of orbitals; at min-
imum, tens of electrons in hundreds of orbitals. This poses
new challenges for ground-state algorithms, and raises ques-
tions of how best to represent and encode the resulting Hamil-
tonians and states. In addition, there are many aspects of
the chemical problems beyond the modeling of the electronic
wavefunctions, for example, to treat environmental, solvent,
and dynamical effects [53]. It is natural to handle these by
interfacing the quantum simulation with other classical simu-
lation methods, for example, in molecular dynamics, where
Newton’s equation could be integrated using forces deter-
mined from the quantum simulation [54], in QM/MM (quan-
tum mechanics/molecular mechanics) models, where part of
the environment would be modeled by classical charges and
force-fields [55], and in simulations using implicit contin-
uum models of solvation [56]. Finally, although the above
examples have focused on multireference and strongly corre-
lated quantum chemistry, weakly correlated chemistry itself
becomes hard to model classically when the number of de-
grees of freedom is very large [57]. These may also be in-
teresting to target with quantum algorithms when sufficiently
large quantum machines are available.
B. Quantum molecular spectroscopy
High-resolution gas-phase rovibrational spectroscopy pro-
vides an extremely precise experimental probe of molecular
structure [58–61]. Such spectroscopy is important not only
for the fundamental understanding of small molecules and the
quantum control of atomic and molecular states, but also to
provide insight into the basic chemical processes and species
involved, for example, in atmospheric chemistry [62] and in
astrochemistry [63]. In larger molecules, with more than a
few atoms, even the low-energy rovibrational spectrum con-
tains many peaks which cannot be interpreted without theo-
retical simulation [64]. The theoretical goal is to compute the
eigenstates of the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation [65]. How-
ever, unlike the electronic structure problem, there are sev-
eral challenges even in setting up the best form of the nu-
clear Schro¨dinger equation to solve. The first is that the nu-
clear Hamiltonian (in particular, the nuclear-nuclear interac-
tions) are not known a priori because the interactions are me-
diated by the electrons. This nuclear potential energy term
must instead be determined from quantum chemical calcula-
tions at fixed nuclear geometries and then fitted to an appro-
priate functional form; this requires a large number of high
accuracy quantum chemistry calculations. The second is that
nuclear ro-vibrational motion is often far from harmonic and
not well approximated by simple mean-field theories, unlike
many electronic structure problems. Thus there is a need for
a proper choice of curvilinear nuclear coordinates that de-
creases coupling in the nuclear potential energy (e.g. in a
harmonic system, normal modes are such a choice of coor-
dinates) while retaining a simple form for the kinetic energy
operator, and which also exposes the symmetry of the molec-
ular system [66, 67].
7FIG. 6. Dominant families of configurations of fluxional CH+5 . From
Ref. [75].
Once the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation has been properly
formulated, one then faces the problem of representing the
eigenstates. While methods such as diffusion Monte Carlo
have made progress on vibrational ground-states [68], spec-
troscopy involves transitions to excited states. In this setting,
tensor factorization [69, 70] and other approaches [71, 72]
have been explored to approximate the rovibrational wave-
functions [73]. However, the high dimensionality and spectral
congestion, requiring resolution between peaks on the scale of
1 wavenumber, proves extremely challenging [70, 74]. Some
famous examples include:
• Spectra of floppy molecules. Floppy molecules are by
their nature very anharmonic and thus far from a simple
vibrational description. CH+5 is a prototypical floppy
molecule (see Figure 6): the five hydrogen atoms move
around the central carbon and the molecule has almost
no structure in the traditional sense [70, 76–79].
• Hydrogen bonded clusters. Another vibrational prob-
lem with large anharmonicity is found in hydrogen
bonded clusters, such as in the spectroscopy of water
molecules and protonated water clusters [80, 81]. The
hydrogen bond network is fluid and even small clus-
ters can transition between many different minima on
the potential energy surface [82]. Resolving the peaks
and tunnelling splittings is important for interpreting
water spectra in the atmosphere, as well as in under-
standing reaction mechanisms in water. Further, the
spectroscopy of molecules with intermolecular hydro-
gen bonds, such as the malonaldehyde molecule, has
also posed long-standing challenges for the field [83–
87].
From a quantum algorithms perspective, although there are
similarities with the quantum chemistry problem (in particular
one is interested in low-energy eigenstates), there are signifi-
cant differences. One important difference is that the Hamilto-
nian is no longer of simple two-particle form due to the effec-
tive nuclear-nuclear interaction and typically includes impor-
tant three- and four-mode terms. Also, one is often interested
in an order of magnitude more states (e.g. hundreds of excited
states) than in the electronic structure problem. All these fea-
tures are sufficiently distinct from the usual quantum chemical
scenarios that quantum algorithms are likely to require addi-
tional innovation to be useful in the nuclear problem. Some
steps in this direction have recently appeared [88–90]. One
simplification is that many nuclei are distinguishable avoiding
the need to consider indistinguishable particles. The lack of a
good mean-field starting point together with the various tech-
nical complications means that one can find relatively small
systems (in terms of the Hilbert space size) where classical
methods already have trouble; for example, a minimal quan-
tum model of the CH+5 molecule can be formulated as a 12
dimensional problem with 10 basis functions per mode [79].
C. Chemical quantum dynamics
Chemical quantum dynamics is another important target
for quantum simulation [91–95]. This field is concerned
with modeling time-dependent electronic and nuclear quan-
tum effects in molecules (as distinct from computing the
time-independent electronic or nuclear eigenstates in quantum
chemistry and quantum molecular spectroscopy). Quantum
molecular dynamics is primarily concerned with the nuclear
motion and describes the rates of chemical processes as well
as the dynamical interaction of molecules with light, as in-
volved in spectroscopy and quantum control. However, with
the development of short X-ray pulses direct experimental
access to electron dynamics in molecules is now also avail-
able [96].
Currently these dynamical simulations are challenging. For
example, nuclear motion is poorly described by mean-field
theory and the classical limit is often a better starting point,
but offers no zeroth order description of quantum effects.
Thus classical simulations of quantum dynamics either invoke
methods based on the classical limit that scale to large systems
but which are difficult to systematically improve (such as ap-
proximate path integral methods [97], [98]), or methods which
model the wave-function dynamics or the path integral accu-
rately for a small number of degrees of freedom [95, 99], but
which are not scalable due to dimensionality or the dynamical
sign problem [100].
A subfield of quantum molecular dynamics, but one of im-
portant chemical interest, is the description of non-adiabatic
quantum effects [92]. At nuclear configurations where dif-
ferent electronic surfaces approach each other, the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation can break down and the quan-
tum behavior of the nuclei, coupled indirectly via the elec-
trons, is enhanced. The associated quantum non-adiabatic ef-
fects govern non-radiative energy relaxation via the crossing
of electronic surfaces (so-called conical intersections) and are
thus central in describing energy transfer. The faithful de-
scription of non-adiabatic quantum effects requires the simul-
taneous treatment of quantum electrons and quantum nuclei.
The complexity of this problem together with the often large
system sizes where non-adiabatic effects are of interest means
that current classical methods rely on simple heuristic approx-
imations, such as surface hopping [101], for which a rigorous
quantum formulation is lacking. Examples of relevant chem-
ical problems in the area of chemical quantum dynamics in-
clude:
• Proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) [102]. PCET
is known to be an important mechanism in cataly-
sis and energy storage: electrons are transferred at
8lower overpotentials when thermodynamically coupled
to proton transfer. Examples range from homogeneous
catalysts [103–106] and heterogeneous electrocatalysts
[107, 108] to enzymes that perform PCET, such as soy-
bean lipoxygenase (that catalyzes the oxidation of un-
saturated fatty acids) [109], photosystem II (in the ty-
rosine oxidation step) [110, 111] and the redox-leveling
mechanism of catalytic water oxidation [108]. While
semiclassical predictions are often good enough for de-
scribing electron transfer, the quantum nature of molec-
ular dynamics is paramount with PCET because of the
quantum nature of the proton[109, 112] as evidenced
in kinetic isotope effects (referring to the ratio of the
proton to deuteron reaction rates) which can be very
large [109]. Thus, classical mechanics is not sufficient,
and quantum simulations of PCET would be extremely
helpful for making predictions in large (especially bio-
logical) systems.
• Vibrational dynamics in complex environments. For
many systems of interest, vibrational spectroscopy is
the key tool available for characterization. There is
overlap with the problems in Subsection II B but the
questions here focus on larger scale systems and con-
densed phase problems, where the line-shapes as well
as frequencies are important, and the system size limits
the use of fully quantum formalisms. Indeed, from the
librations of water to the high frequency motion of C-H
bonds, much of physical chemistry uses nuclear vibra-
tional frequencies to characterize complex systems.
Nevertheless, because of computational limitations, the
standard approach today for modeling vibrational dy-
namics in large complex environments is to invoke a
very old flavor of theory: Kubo theory [92]. In this case,
one focuses on energy gaps and uses a semiclassical ex-
pansion of the line-shape. However, even for the energy
gaps one relies on diagonalization of the quantum sub-
system and this limits the problems that are accessible;
systems with many interacting quantum states – for in-
stance, very large H/J molecular aggregates [113] – are
difficult or out of reach.
• Plasmonic chemistry. A recent development is the pos-
sibility of using metal particles (with large cross sec-
tions) as a tool to absorb light and, with the result-
ing plasmonic excitations, initiate “plasmonic chem-
istry” [114]. Already, there are a few well-studied
examples in the literature of hot plasmonic chemistry,
such as the plasmon induced dissociation of hydrogen
molecules on nanoparticles [115]. To better understand
this arena, however, one of the key questions is: how
do we characterize plasmonic excitations? While clas-
sical descriptions of plasmons are easy to obtain, quan-
tum descriptions are necessary to model quantum pro-
cesses, e.g. electron transfer. Covering the disparate
length scales of plasmonic excitations and the chemical
process remains extremely difficult.
While quantum dynamics is in principle an ideal simula-
FIG. 7. Qualitative phase diagram of cuprate high-temperature su-
perconductors, which has challenged theory and simulation in con-
densed matter for decades. Figure adapted from Ref. [117].
tion problem for a quantum computer, the quantum simula-
tion of quantum molecular dynamics entails several practical
challenges. Some of this may be viewed as an issue of rep-
resentation. As in the problem of quantum molecular spec-
troscopy, the nuclear quantum Hamiltonian contains compli-
cated interactions which must be tabulated or calculated on the
fly [116]. In addition to this, the dynamical quantum state in-
volves near continuum degrees of freedom, posing a challenge
for the standard discretizations of Hilbert space considered in
quantum algorithms. Finally, typical spectroscopic observ-
ables may be accessible to relatively simple treatments, not
requiring the full fidelity of the quantum wave-function evolu-
tion. These technical issues mean that implementing quantum
molecular dynamics with a quantum advantage is likely to re-
main challenging in practice, despite the favorable theoretical
complexity on a quantum device.
D. Correlated electronic structure in materials
The goal of electronic structure calculations in materials
is to determine their low-energy properties. There is some
overlap in methods and ideas between the materials electronic
structure problem and the problem of quantum chemistry.
When electron-electron interactions are weak, the low energy
material properties can normally be described by computing
the band structure using density-functional theory and one of
the many popular density functionals, such as the local density
approximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approximations
(GGA) [118–120]. However, in some materials, commonly
referred to as strongly correlated, the electron-electron inter-
actions fundamentally alter the behavior and such an effec-
tive non-interacting description is no longer appropriate. A
paradigmatic example are Mott insulators, which appear as
conductors in band structure theory but in fact become insu-
lating due to electron-electron interactions. While the mecha-
nism behind the insulating behavior of Mott insulators is well-
understood, for many other phenomena in strongly correlated
9systems the underlying microscopic mechanism is not fully
known, let alone a quantitative and predictive theory of the
associated physics with material specificity. Some famous ex-
amples of such problems include:
• Originally discovered in 1986, high-temperature su-
perconductivity has eluded a theoretical explanation to
date [121]. The experimental phase diagram, which
is sketched in Figure 7, is accurately characterized ex-
perimentally across several materials. While the gen-
eral properties of the superconducting phase itself are
relatively well characterized, the mechanism driving
superconductivity is not yet fully elucidated. Also,
two nearby regimes, the pseudogap and strange metal
phase, continue to puzzle theorists [117]. In both cases,
their nature as well as their precise relation to the super-
conducting phase are not understood. The strange metal
phase (also known as non-Fermi liquid) exhibits behav-
ior inconsistent with a simple weakly interacting metal
even at high energies, and has motivated a whole area of
research on exotic metallic systems [122]. Meanwhile,
the pseudogap phase exhibits several competing order-
ing tendencies [123], which are extremely challenging
to resolve in numerical methods because most methods
naturally favor a particular ordering pattern, thus mak-
ing it challenging to disentangle physical effects from
method biases.
• The non-Fermi liquid behavior exemplified in the
strange-metal phase of cuprates appears also in other
classes of materials, such as heavy fermion compounds
and fermionic systems near criticality [124, 125]. Of-
ten, these systems are amenable to classical simula-
tion only at special points where quantum Monte Carlo
methods do not suffer from the infamous sign prob-
lem [126].
• Two-dimensional systems have long been of central in-
terest in strongly correlated physics. Many material
systems realize effectively two-dimensional physics, in-
cluding two-dimensional electron gases in semicon-
ductor heterostructures, where the integer and frac-
tional quantum Hall effect were first discovered [127],
layered materials (including cuprate high temperature
superconductors), graphene [128] and transition-metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs). More recently, it has been
found that so-called Moire´ materials exhibit rich phase
diagrams due to strong interactions, including exotic
superconductivity [129] and exotic topologically non-
trivial phases. A paradigmatic example is twisted bi-
layer graphene [130], which consists of two graphene
layers that are slightly twisted with respect to each
other. This leads to a Moire´ pattern with a very large
unit cell, which effectively quenches the kinetic energy
(i.e., leads to almost flat bands) and drastically enhances
the effect of Coulomb interaction.
• Frustrated spin systems have long been an impor-
tant topic especially for numerical simulations in
condensed-matter physics. These systems potentially
realize a host of high non-trivial phases, in particular
topological and gapless spin liquids [131]. They have
historically been the testbed for computational methods
such as tensor networks and variational methods. As
such, they appear as good test cases also for quantum
simulations. Furthermore, recent developments in par-
ticular in materials with strong spin-orbit coupling have
opened the door on a variety of new materials that may
exhibit exotic topological phases, and in particular real-
ize a non-Abelian spin liquid [132, 133].
While many methods have been developed to accurately in-
clude electron-electron interactions, their scope generally re-
mains limited. For example, tensor network methods have
revolutionized the study of one- and to a limited extent
two-dimensional effective models for magnets and itinerant
fermions. However, these methods so far have not been suc-
cessfully applied to more realistic models, and in particular in
three dimensions. On the other hand, quantum embedding
methods such as the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT)
and its many cousins can capture interaction effects in three-
dimensional systems, including multi-band systems. How-
ever, they require some approximations to the correlations
of the state; for example, in its simplest form, DMFT dis-
regards momentum dependence of the electron self-energy.
While many improved variants of these embedding methods
exist, their accuracy is often difficult to control, and so far
they have not been applied to realistic models without fur-
ther approximations. Finally, quantum Monte Carlo methods
have been extremely successful for bosonic systems and un-
frustrated spin systems, but the sign problem hinders their ap-
plication to frustrated or fermionic systems (away from spe-
cial points) without other uncontrolled approximations.
From the perspective of quantum algorithms, the materials
electronic structure problem is both simpler and more difficult
than the quantum chemistry problem. Some ways in which it
is simpler include the fact that often very simple Hamiltonians
describe the main physics, as well as the potential presence of
translational invariance. A major way in which it is more com-
plicated is the fact that one needs to treat systems approaching
the thermodynamic limit, which involves a very large number
of degrees of freedom. This not only increases the number of
qubits required but also heavily impacts the circuit depth of al-
gorithms, such as state preparation. The thermodynamic limit
can also lead to small energy scales for excitations and energy
differences between competing phases. For these reasons, it
remains to be understood whether the quantum algorithms of
relevance to quantum chemistry are those of relevance to ma-
terials electronic structure.
E. Dynamical quantum effects in materials
Many experiments on condensed-matter systems do not
probe the equilibrium properties of the system, but rather
dynamical properties. For example, the main workhorse of
mesoscopic quantum physics is electron transport, i.e. the re-
sponse of the system when it is coupled to electron reservoirs
and a voltage is applied [135]. Likewise, material properties
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FIG. 8. Illustration of pump-probe spectroscopy using X-ray probes.
Figure adapted from Ref. [134].
FIG. 9. Cold atomic gases are controllable quantum systems that can
be arranged in a lattice (a). They can be tuned to provide analog
simulators of real crystal potentials (b). From Ref. [142].
are often probed through scattering experiments, such as neu-
tron scattering or angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) [136], which probe dynamical properties such as the
structure factor or spectral function. Going beyond spectral
properties, the non-equilibrium real-time dynamics of quan-
tum systems has increasingly come into focus, both because
of experiments that can probe quantum dynamics at atomic
scales, and because of fundamental interest in studying the
equilibration of quantum systems, which serves as a bridge
between the theories of quantum mechanics and statistical me-
chanics, as discussed below. Experimental setups that can
probe ultra-fast dynamics in materials include, for example,
free-electron lasers [137, 138] as well as other pulsed laser
systems. These allow the application of experimental tech-
niques, such as pump-probe spectroscopy [134, 139], illus-
trated in Figure 8, to provide novel insights into the behavior
of correlated quantum systems.
On the other hand, cold atomic gases [140] provide a
highly controllable environment that allows systematic explo-
ration of quantum dynamics even in the strongly interacting
regime [141], see Figure 9. A key advantage is that one can
engineer the evolution of the system to closely follow a tar-
get model; this approach is also referred to as analog quantum
simulation (see also Subsection I A). However, classical sim-
ulation still plays a crucial role in establishing the accuracy of
cold atom setups.
From a conceptual point of view, a central question has be-
come the connection between statistical mechanics and the
dynamics of closed quantum systems. The general goal is to
put quantum statistical mechanics on a solid conceptual foun-
dation as well as understanding the cases where it does not
apply, such as many-body localized systems [143–145].
Numerically simulating all these systems has been a se-
vere challenge. While many approaches to quantum dynam-
ics exist, none are universally applicable. At short times,
tensor-network methods can accurately describe the dynam-
ics. However, in general the computational cost grows expo-
nentially with the desired simulation time, thus severely lim-
iting the timescales that can be resolved [146]. Conversely, at
long times, the system is often effectively described by clas-
sical dynamics controlled by conservation laws. However,
the interesting strongly correlated behavior is generally ex-
hibited at intermediate times, inaccessible to the established
classical methods. For example, quantum Monte Carlo meth-
ods can scale exponentially in time even for unfrustrated sys-
tems. Non-equilibrium dynamical mean-field theory [147] has
emerged as a powerful method especially for systems in high
dimensions, but requires uncontrolled approximations (both
in the setup of the method and its numerical solution). Fi-
nally, in the regime of weak interactions, time-dependent den-
sity functional theory can be used, but likewise implies uncon-
trolled approximations [148].
III. CHALLENGES FOR QUANTUM ALGORITHMS IN
QUANTUM SIMULATION
A. Overview of algorithms
In Section I we described three quantum problems that lie
at the heart of chemistry and materials physics: the prob-
lem of quantum dynamics, representative of computational
tasks that can be efficiently tackled by a quantum computer,
aside from the initial state preparation; quantum ground- and
low-energy state determination, central to quantum chemistry,
condensed phase electronic structure, and quantum molecular
spectroscopy; and thermal averages or quantum statistical me-
chanics, to describe finite-temperature chemistry and physics.
In next sections, we survey the current status and theoretical
and practical challenges to implement quantum algorithms for
these problems, and some future directions.
Regardless of the problem we are studying, the first step
in a quantum simulation is to choose a representation for the
Hamiltonian and the states. Thus, in Subsection III B we first
examine the possibilities for different qubit representations,
and open questions in that area.
Quantum ground-state algorithms fall into several classes.
Quantum phase estimation is a direct route to (near exact)
eigenstate determination, but has been challenging to imple-
ment so far [149–151]. A complementary technique is to pre-
pare the exact ground-state via a prescribed “exact” evolu-
tion path, either in real time (adiabatic state preparation), or
in imaginary time (quantum imaginary time evolution) [152–
154]. On the other hand, variational quantum algorithms
provide the possibility to introduce approximations with ad-
justable circuit depth, which are determined via a non-linear
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optimization, usually implemented in a hybrid-quantum clas-
sical loop [155–157]. The variety of algorithms currently ex-
plored for quantum ground- (and low-lying excited state) de-
termination are discussed in Subsection III C.
While polynomial time algorithms for quantum time evolu-
tion have been known for some time [158], algorithms with
optimal asymptotic complexity (linear in time) as well as fa-
vorable scaling with error and low prefactors, remain an area
of active research [159, 160]. Also, much work remains to be
done to optimize Hamiltonian simulation algorithms for the
Hamiltonians of interest in chemistry and materials science.
Quantum time evolution is a fundamental building block in
many quantum algorithms, such as phase estimation [161].
The current status of quantum time evolution algorithms is
summarized in Subsection III H.
How best to simulate thermal states in chemical and materi-
als science applications remains an open question. A wide va-
riety of techniques have been discussed, ranging from eigen-
state thermalization, to state preparation methods, to hybrid
quantum-classical algorithms, though few have been imple-
mented. The current status of thermal state methods, the
prospects for implementing them, and other open questions
are discussed in Subsection III K.
Many quantum algorithms involve interfacing with classi-
cal data and classical algorithms. This can be leveraged to in-
corporate classical optimization strategies in the structure of
the method, as in variational quantum algorithms [162]. An-
other reason is to enable a multi-level/multi-scale representa-
tion of the problem. Quantum embedding provides a frame-
work for such multi-scale quantum/classical hybrids, with the
quantum representation of a subsystem coupled either to a
classical environment, or another quantum representation via
the exchange of classical data. We discuss the current status
of hybrid quantum-classical algorithms and quantum embed-
ding in particular in Subsection III M.
An important consideration when developing improved
quantum algorithms for real chemical and materials science
problems is to establish benchmark systems and results, from
the best available classical simulation data. The possibili-
ties and prospects for such benchmarks are discussed in Sec-
tion IV.
Finally, we note that the organization we have adopted has
been driven by theoretical and technical distinctions and thus
we make no attempt to describe the historical development
and organization of the field. Readers interested in the earliest
papers in quantum simulation, which often adopt a different
language from more modern discussions, may wish to refer to
references [4, 9, 161, 163–169].
B. Qubit representation of many-body systems
Many-body systems in chemistry and materials physics are
composed of interacting electrons and atomic nuclei. An exact
quantum mechanical treatment involves continuous variables
such as the particles’ positions and momenta. To simulate
such systems on a digital computer (either quantum or clas-
sical), the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of a many-body
system has to be truncated.
The most direct route is to define a finite set of basis func-
tions and then to project the exact many-body Hamiltonian
onto the chosen basis. The resulting discretized system is then
expressed in terms of qubits. Depending on the problem, the
Hamiltonian of interest may be different, e.g. in electronic
structure it is the electronic Hamiltonian, while in molecular
vibrational problems, it is the nuclear Hamiltonian. Alterna-
tively, one can write down a simple form of the Hamiltonian
a priori that contains the main interactions (a model Hamilto-
nian) with adjustable parameters. This latter approach is par-
ticularly popular in condensed matter applications. Finally,
depending on the particles involved it may also be necessary
to account for their fermionic or bosonic nature, in which case
a suitable encoding of the statistics is required.
A choice of a good representation is important as it may
affect the simulation cost dramatically. In this section we
briefly summarize known methods for the qubit representa-
tion of many-body systems, discuss their relative merits, and
outline important directions for future research.
1. Ab initio electronic structure qubit representations
The main objective of electronic structure in chemistry and
physics to understand the low-energy properties of the elec-
tronic structure Hamiltonian that describes a system of inter-
acting electrons moving in the potential created by atomic nu-
clei [170, 171],
Hˆ = Hˆ1 + Hˆ2 ,
Hˆ1 =
K∑
i=1
−1
2
∆2i + V (ri) , Hˆ2 =
∑
1≤i<j≤K
1
|ri − rj | .
(4)
Here K is the number of electrons, ri is the position oper-
ator of the i-th electron, ∆i is the corresponding Laplacian,
and V (r) is the electric potential created by atomic nuclei at
a point r. The term Hˆ1 includes the kinetic and the poten-
tial energy of non-interacting electrons while Hˆ2 represents
the Coulomb repulsion. Here we ignore relativistic effects
and employ the standard Born-Oppenheimer approximation
to solve the electronic Hamiltonian for fixed nuclei positions.
Each electron is described quantum mechanically by its po-
sition ri ∈ R3 and spin ωi ∈ {↑, ↓}. Accordingly, a quan-
tum state of K electrons can be specified by a wave function
Ψ(x1, . . . , xK), where xi = (ri, ωi). The wave function must
obey Fermi statistics, that is, Ψ(x1, . . . , xK) must be anti-
symmetric under exchanging any pair of coordinates xi and
xj .
The first step of any quantum electronic structure simula-
tion algorithm is to approximate the electronic Hamiltonian Hˆ
with a simpler simulator Hamiltonian that describes a system
of interacting qubits. This is usually achieved by truncating
the Hilbert space of a single electron to a finite set of basis
functions ψ1, . . . , ψN known as (spin) orbitals. For example,
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each orbital could be a linear combination of atom-centered
Gaussian functions with a fixed spin orientation.
Electronic structure simulation algorithms based on the first
quantization method [167, 172, 173] describe a system of K
electrons using the Configuration Interaction (CI) space (in
classical simulations, this would be called the Full Config-
uration Interaction space). It is convenient to choose Slater
determinants as a basis for this space. Slater determinants are
many-body wavefunctions defined as
Ψ(x1, . . . , xK) ∝ det

ψ1(x1) ψ1(x2) . . . ψ1(xK)
ψ2(x1) ψ2(x2) . . . ψ2(xK)
...
...
ψK(x1) ψK(x2) . . . ψK(xK)

(5)
where {ψi(xi)}Ni=1 are a set of orthonormal spin-orbitals. The
set of Slater determinants spanning the CI space HK,N is
formed by distributing K electrons over the N one-electron
spin-orbitals in all possible ways, thus it has dimension
(
N
K
)
and can be identified with the anti-symmetric subspace of
(CN )⊗K .
The projection of the full electronic Hamiltonian Hˆ onto
the CI space of antisymmetric functions has the form
Hˆ =
K∑
i=1
N∑
p,q=1
tpq|p〉〈q|i
+
∑
1≤i6=j≤K
N∑
p,q,r,s=1
upqrs|p〉〈r|i ⊗ |q〉〈s|j .
(6)
Here, as above, |p〉 ≡ |ψp〉 are orthonormal one-electron spin-
orbitals. The coefficients tp,q and upqrs are known as one- and
two-electron integrals. For example,
tpq = 〈ψp|
(
−∆
2
+ V
)
|ψq〉. (7)
Likewise, upqrs is the matrix element of the Coulomb interac-
tion operator 1/|r1 − r2| between anti-symmetrized versions
of the states ψp ⊗ ψq and ψr ⊗ ψs. Each copy of the single-
electron Hilbert space CN is then encoded by a register of
log2N qubits. This requires n = K log2N qubits in to-
tal. The CI Hamiltonian H includes multi-qubit interactions
among subsets of 2 log2N qubits. The full Hilbert space of
n qubits contains many unphysical states that do not originate
from the CI space. Such states have to be removed from sim-
ulation by enforcing the anti-symmetry condition. This can
be achieved by adding suitable energy penalty terms to the CI
Hamiltonian [174].
An important parameter that affects the runtime of quantum
simulation algorithms is the sparsity of the simulator Hamil-
tonian. A Hamiltonian H is said to be d-sparse if the matrix
of H in the standard n-qubit basis has at most d non-zero el-
ements in each row (or equivalently in each column). For ex-
ample, the runtime of simulation algorithms based on quan-
tum signal processing [175] scales linearly with the sparsity
d. The CI Hamiltonian H has sparsity d ∼ (KN)2. Thus
the first-quantization method is well-suited for high-precision
simulation of small molecules when the number of electrons
K = O(1) is fixed and the number of orbitals N is a large
parameter. As one approaches the continuum limit N → ∞,
the number of qubits grows only logarithmically withN while
the sparsity of H scales as d ∼ N2.
The second quantization approach often results in a simpler
simulator Hamiltonian and requires fewer qubits, especially
in the case when the filling fraction K/N is not small. This
method is particularly well suited for quantum simulation al-
gorithms [161] and has been experimentally demonstrated for
small molecules [176]. Given a set of N orbitals ψ1, . . . , ψN ,
the second-quantized simulator Hamiltonian is
H =
N∑
p,q=1
tpq cˆ
†
pcˆq +
1
2
N∑
p,q,r,s=1
upqrs cˆ
†
pcˆ
†
q cˆr cˆs, (8)
where cˆ†p and cˆp are the creation and annihilation operators
for the orbital ψp. The Hamiltonian H acts on the Fock space
F = ⊕NK=0HK,N of an arbitrary number of fermions in N
spin-orbitals. The Fock space is spanned by 2N basis vec-
tors |n1, n2, . . . , nN 〉, where np ∈ {0, 1} is the occupation
number of the orbital ψp. The advantage of the second quan-
tization method is that the Fermi statistics is automatically en-
forced at the operator level. However, the number of electrons
can now take arbitrary values between 0 and N . The sim-
ulation has to be restricted to the subspace with exactly K
occupied orbitals. The second-quantized Hamiltonian H can
be written in terms of qubits using one of the fermion-to-qubit
mappings discussed in Subsection III B 3.
Within the above outline, there are several active areas of
research. For example, one may wonder if the redundancy of
the space in the first quantized representation can be reduced
or completely avoided. Other questions include the choice
of basis functions and fermion-to-qubit mappings. These are
discussed in the next sections.
2. Electronic basis functions
The discretization of the electronic Hilbert space for a quan-
tum simulation requires balancing two concerns. We need to
represent the state with as few qubits, but also, retain maxi-
mal Hamiltonian sparsity. These requirements only partially
align with those of classical many-particle quantum simula-
tions. In the classical setting, representing a quantum state
at polynomial cost is crucial due to the exponential Hilbert
space, while Hamiltonian sparsity is less so; the choice of
basis functions has historically been made so that matrix el-
ements of the Hamiltonian (the one- and two-electron “inte-
grals”) can be analytically evaluated [170, 177].
There are two families of basis functions in wide use in
quantum chemistry and quantum materials science: atomic
orbital Gaussian bases and plane waves. Gaussian bases are
most commonly employed in molecular simulations due to
their compactness, while plane waves are most often used in
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crystalline materials simulation, due to their intrinsic period-
icity and ease of regularizing the long-range contributions of
the Coulomb operator (which are conditionally convergent in
an infinite system).
In Gaussian bases, linear combinations of Gaussian func-
tions (referred to as simply Gaussian basis functions) are
placed at the nuclear positions. As they are placed where the
ground-state electron density is highest, they give a compact
representation of the wavefunction for bound states, but the
electron repulsion integral upqrs is not sparse, with O(N4)
second-quantized matrix elements. In a quantum algorithm,
this leads to high gate counts even for simple quantum primi-
tives such as a Trotter step.
Plane-waves offer greater simplicity as the accuracy of the
basis is controlled by a single parameter, the kinetic energy
cutoff. While the number of plane waves needed to reach a de-
sired accuracy is larger than the number of Gaussian states, the
Hamiltonian contains fewer terms (O(N3)) due to momentum
conservation. To reduce the number of required plane waves,
it is essential to employ pseudopotentials to remove the sharp
nuclear cusp [179, 180]. Furthermore, the asymptotic basis
convergence of Gaussian and pseudopotential plane wave cal-
culations is the same: the feature governing the rate of conver-
gence is the wavefunction discontinuity or electron-electron
cusp due to the singularity of the Coulomb interaction (see
Figure 10). In classical simulations, so-called explicit corre-
lation methods can be used to remove the slow convergence
due to the singularity [181, 182]. How to use such techniques
with quantum computers has yet to be explored.
The need to expose more sparsity in the Hamiltonian while
retaining a reasonably compact wavefunctions is an active
area of research in both classical and quantum algorithms. Re-
cent ideas have included new types of basis function that re-
turn to a more grid-like real-space basis [183–187] where the
Coulomb operator and thus Hamiltonian has only a quadratic
number of terms, as well as factorizations of the Coulomb op-
erator itself [188, 189]. The best choice of basis for a quantum
simulation remains very much an open question.
3. Fermion-to-qubit mappings
Since the basic units of a quantum computer are qubits
rather than fermions, any quantum simulation algorithm of
fermions (e.g. for electronic structure) employs a suitable en-
coding of fermionic degrees of freedom into qubits. For ex-
ample, the standard Jordan-Wigner mapping [190] (sketched
in Figure 11) identifies each Fermi mode (orbital) with a qubit
such that the empty and the occupied states are mapped to
the qubit basis states |0〉 and |1〉 respectively. More gen-
erally, the Fock basis vector |n1, . . . , nN 〉 is mapped to a
qubit basis vector |x1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |xN 〉, where each bit xj
stores a suitable partial sum (modulo two) of the occupa-
tion numbers n1, . . . , nN . The Jordan-Wigner mapping cor-
responds to xj = nj for all j. This is not quite satisfac-
tory since single-mode creation/annihilation operators take
the form cˆ†j → σ+j Zj−1 . . . Z1 in the Jordan-Wigner repre-
sentation. The product of Z operators, referred to as a Jordan-
Wigner string, is needed to reproduce canonical anticommu-
tation relations between creation/annihilation operators, and
thus to capture fermionic statistics. However, for increasing
j, it becomes increasingly non-local in terms of qubits, with
local fermionic operators acting in the worst case over a lin-
early increasing number of qubits with system size, leading
to larger circuits and more measurements. On the other hand,
updating the qubit state x upon application of a single cre-
ation/annihilation operator requires a single bit flip (see Fig-
ure 12). More efficient fermion-to-qubit mappings balance
the cost of computing Jordan-Wigner strings and the bit-flip
cost of updating the qubit state. For example, the Bravyi-
Kitaev encoding [191] maps any fermionic single-mode op-
erator (e.g. cˆp or cˆ†p) to a qubit operator acting non-trivially on
roughly logN or less qubits. Generalizations of this encoding
were studied in [192–194]. As a consequence, the second-
quantized Hamiltonian Eq. (8) expressed in terms of qubits
becomes a linear combination of Pauli terms with weight at
most O(logN). This is important in the context of VQE-type
quantum simulations (see Subsection III E) since Pauli opera-
tors with an extensive weight (of orderN ) cannot be measured
reliably in the absence of error correction.
A natural question is whether the number of qubits re-
quired to express a Fermi system can be reduced by exploit-
ing symmetries such as the particle number conservation or
the point group symmetries of molecules. For example, zero
temperature simulations often target only one symmetry sec-
tor containing the ground state. This motivates the study of
symmetry-adapted fermion-to-qubit mappings. The goal here
is to reduce the number of qubits required for the simulation
without compromising the simple structure of the resulting
qubit Hamiltonian (such as sparsity). The simplest case of
tapering (i.e. Z2) symmetries is now well understood and
the corresponding symmetry adapted mappings are routinely
used in experiments [151, 174, 176, 195]. The U(1) symme-
try underlying particle number conservation was considered
in [174, 196, 197].
Dimension counting shows that a system ofN Fermi modes
with exactly K particles can be mapped to roughly log2
(
N
K
)
qubits. However, it remains an open question whether this
mapping can be chosen such that the resulting qubit Hamilto-
nian admits a sparse representation in some of the commonly
used operator bases (such as the basis of Pauli operators) to
enable applications in VQE. Mappings adapted to point group
symmetries have been recently considered in [198]. It is also
of great interest to explore fermion-to-qubit mappings adapted
to approximate and/or emergent symmetries.
Alternatively, one may artificially introduce symmetries ei-
ther to the original Fermi system or its encoded qubit version
with the goal of simplifying the resulting qubit Hamiltonian.
This usually requires redundant degrees of freedom such as
auxiliary qubits or Fermi modes [191, 199–203]. In the case
of lattice fermionic Hamiltonians such as the 2D Fermi Hub-
bard model or more general models defined on bounded de-
gree graphs, such symmetry-adapted mappings produce a lo-
cal qubit Hamiltonian composed of Pauli operators of constant
weight independent of N .
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FIG. 10. Extrapolation of the Hartree-Fock (left) and correlation energy (right) for chains of 10 hydrogen atoms separated by a distance of
R = 1.8 Bohr, using cc-pVxZ Gaussian bases, and various methods from Ref. [178]. Acronyms UHF, AFQMC, RCCSD(T) and MRCI+Q
refer to unrestricted Hartree-Fock, auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo, restricted coupled cluster with singles and doubles and perturbative
treatment of triples and multireference configuration interaction with Davidson correction respectively. The abbreviation CBS refers to the
complete basis set limit (x → ∞). While the mean-field energy converges exponentially fast in the basis size (roughly given by x3), the
correlation energy converges as x−3 (inversely proportional to the number of basis functions) due to the electron-electron cusp.
FIG. 11. Schematic of the Jordan-Wigner encoding for 3 spin-orbitals. Fermions are represented by blue spheres. Each Fock basis vector
(from the vacuum state, left, to the completely filled state, right) is mapped onto a 3-qubit state, with empty (filled) spin-orbitals corresponding
to qubits in 0 (1).
FIG. 12. Difference between Jordan-Wigner and parity encoding.
The former encodes occupation numbers xi on qubit states, the latter
parities pi =
∑
j<i xi mod 2. Other strategies, such as the binary-
tree encoding, balance non-locality of occupation numbers and pari-
ties to achieve more efficient encodings.
4. Model and non-electronic problems
While much of the above has focused on ab initio quantum
chemistry and electronic structure in quantum simulations,
the diverse questions of chemistry and materials physics dis-
cussed in section II raise additional issues of representation.
For example, model Hamiltonians avoid the problem associ-
ated with a choice of basis by restricting the Hamiltonian to
a predetermined simple form on a lattice. The lattice struc-
ture permits specialized techniques, such as specific fermionic
encodings. Developing specialized representations for model
problems is of particular importance in simulating condensed
matter systems.
Other kinds of non-electronic simulations may involve dif-
ferent requirements on the basis than electronic problems. For
example, in quantum reactive scattering processes, there is lit-
tle a priori information on the positions of the particles; in-
stead various grid representations, often in non-Cartesian co-
ordinate systems, are used [204, 205]. Alternatively, the par-
ticles of interest may be bosons which engender new encod-
ing considerations. Relatively little attention has been paid to
these questions so far in quantum algorithms.
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C. Quantum algorithms for ground and excited states
There are many approaches to obtaining ground states or
excited states on a quantum computer. State preparation pro-
cedures attempt to construct a circuit to prepare a state with
as large as possible overlap with the desired eigenstate. One
set of such procedures, which we review in Subsection III D
and which includes adiabatic state preparation and quantum
imaginary time evolution, uses a prescribed evolution path.
An alternative strategy is based on variational methods (often
called variational quantum eigensolvers) and is reviewed in
Subsection III E. Here, the preparation circuit itself is defined
via the optimization of the energy with respect to parameters
of the circuit.
Given some state with reasonably large overlap with the de-
sired state, one can perform quantum phase estimation, which
simultaneously projects the state onto an eigenstate of the
Hamiltonian and obtains an estimate for the energy of this
eigenstate. The error depends inversely on the simulation
time. The probability of successfully projecting onto the de-
sired state is given by the square overlap of the input state and
the desired state, and it is thus necessary to use some other
method (such as the state preparation procedures above) to
prepare an input state with sufficient overlap with the desired
state.
The various approaches come with different strengths and
weaknesses. While phase estimation allows the deviation of
the final state from an exact eigenstate (although not neces-
sarily the desired eigenstate) to be systematically reduced, it
can require deep circuits with many controlled gates that are
challenging for devices with limited coherence and without
error correction. Variational methods or quantum imaginary
time evolution replace such circuits by a large number of po-
tentially shorter simulations, which is expected to be easier
to implement on near-term machines. Finally, one can con-
sider hybrid approaches [206]. However, if one does not mea-
sure the energy by phase estimation, but instead by expressing
the Hamiltonian as a sum of multi-qubit Pauli operators and
measuring the terms individually, the state preparation and
measurements must be repeated many times, with the error
converging only as the square root of the number of repeti-
tions. Variational methods are also limited by the variational
form and ability to solve the associated optimization problem,
which may by itself represent a difficult classical optimiza-
tion. Finally, adiabatic state preparation and quantum imagi-
nary time evolution become inefficient for certain Hamiltoni-
ans.
State preparation methods are first discussed in Subsec-
tion III D and Subsection III E (variational state preparation
is discussed separately due to the large number of different
types of ansatz). Considerations for excited states are dis-
cussed in Subsection III F. Phase estimation is reviewed in
Subsection III G.
D. Preparing ground states along a prescribed path
1. Adiabatic state preparation
One general route to prepare the ground-state of a phys-
ical system on a quantum device is through adiabatic state
preparation. This relies on the well-known adiabatic theo-
rem [152, 207], which states that a system that starts in the
ground-state of some Hamiltonian at time t = 0, will stay in
the instantaneous ground-state of the time-dependent Hamil-
tonian Hˆ(t) under evolution by Hˆ(t), so long as the evolu-
tion is sufficiently slow and the spectrum of the Hamiltonian
remains gapped. To make use of this, one chooses a Hamil-
tonian path Hˆ(λ), 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, such that the ground state of
Hˆ(0) is easily prepared, while Hˆ(1) is the Hamiltonian whose
ground state one wants to obtain. The system is then evolved
under the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,
i
d
dt
|Φt〉 = Hˆ(t/T )|Φt〉 , 0 ≤ t ≤ T (9)
In the limit T →∞ and if the spectrum of Hˆt/T is gapped for
all t, the final state |ΦT 〉 is the exact ground state of Hˆ .
In particular, it is known [152, 153] that the time needed
to ensure convergence to the ground state is T > /g2min.
Here, gmin = minλE1(λ) − E0(λ) is the minimum gap
along the adiabatic path, expressed in terms of the lowest two
eigenvalues of H(λ), Ek(λ) = 〈ψk(λ)|Hˆ(λ)|ψk(λ)〉, and
 = minλ |〈ψ1(λ)|H ′(λ)|ψ0(λ)〉|. For Hamiltonians where
the quantity /g2min remains finite, or grows polynomially
with system size, T is roughly bounded by a constant or a
polynomial function of system size, enabling simulation by
adiabatic state preparation. In determining the behavior of
/g2min, an important role is played of course by the Hamil-
tonian gap. Hamiltonians that remain gapped, or whose gap
closes polynomially with system size, can typically be simu-
lated in the adiabatic limit at polynomial cost in system size.
Away from the adiabatic limit T → ∞, corrections arise
that depend on the instantaneous gap of Hˆ(λ) and the total
time T . Furthermore, if degeneracies occur along the path, a
different time-dependent Hamiltonian path (although with the
same endpoints) must be chosen.
Thus, while this approach is very general, its practical ap-
plicability is limited by the requirement of having to take the
limit of large T , and to choose a path without degeneracies
(see Figure 13). The limit of large T may require deep circuits
that may not be practical in near-term quantum machines. An-
alyzing the errors (and optimizing the path, for example by
choosing an improved f(s)) is also challenging due to the de-
pendence on the unknown spectrum of Hˆt/T . Some of these
questions have been studied in the more general context of
adiabatic quantum computation [208]. However, while this is
one of the first state preparation methods discussed for chem-
ical systems [161], more heuristic work in this area for prob-
lems of interest to chemistry and physics is needed [153].
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FIG. 13. Adiabatic state preparation. Starting from an eigenstate of a
simple Hamiltonian Hˆ0 and slowly switching on the interaction Hˆ−
Hˆ0 leads to an eigenstate of Hˆ (left). Along paths with degeneracies,
adiabatic state preparation can lead to the wrong eigenstate.
2. Quantum imaginary-time evolution
In classical simulations, one popular approach to pre-
pare (nearly exact) ground-states is imaginary-time evolution,
which expresses the ground-state as the long-time limit of the
imaginary-time Schro¨dinger equation,
|Ψ〉 = lim
β→∞
e−βHˆ |Φ〉
‖e−βHˆΦ‖ . (10)
Imaginary time-evolution underlies the family of projector
quantum Monte Carlo methods in classical algorithms [171].
To perform imaginary time evolution on a quantum com-
puter, it is necessary to implement the (repeated) action of the
short-imaginary-time propagator e−∆τHˆ on a state. Given a
Hamiltonian that can be decomposed into geometrically local
terms, Hˆ =
∑
m hˆm, and a state |Ψ〉 with finite correlation
length C, the action of e−∆τhˆi can be generated by a unitary
Uˆ = eiAˆ acting on O(C) qubits surrounding those acted on
by hˆi, i.e.
e−∆τhˆi |Ψ〉
‖e−∆τhˆiΨ‖ = Uˆ |Ψ〉 = e
iAˆ|Ψ〉 , (11)
where the coefficients of the Pauli strings in Aˆ can be de-
termined from local measurements of the qubits around hˆi.
This is the idea behind the quantum imaginary time evolu-
tion (QITE) algorithm [154]. Like adiabatic state preparation,
quantum imaginary time evolution can in principle prepare ex-
act states without the need for variational optimization. Also,
the total length of imaginary time propagation to achieve a
given error is determined by the spectrum of Hˆ and the ini-
tial overlap, rather than by the spectrum of Hˆt/T along the
adiabatic path. However, the method becomes inefficient in
terms of the number of measurements and complexity of the
operator Aˆ if the domain C grows to be large along the imag-
inary time evolution path. In these cases, QITE can be used
as a heuristic for approximate ground-state preparation, anal-
ogous to using adiabatic state preparation for fixed evolution
time. While initial estimates in a limited set of problems show
QITE to be resource efficient compared to variational methods
due to the lack of an optimization loop [154], a better numeri-
cal understanding of its performance and cost across different
problems, as well as the accuracy of inexact QITE in different
settings, remains to be developed.
E. Variational state preparation and variational quantum
eigensolver
A class of state preparation methods that have been argued
to be particularly amenable to near-term machines is varia-
tional state preparation [156, 209–211]. Here, similar to clas-
sical variational approaches, one chooses a class of ansatz
states for the ground state of the Hamiltonian of interest. Gen-
erally speaking, such an ansatz consists of some initial state
and a unitary circuit parametrized by some set of classical
variational parameters. Applying this circuit to the initial state
yields a guess for the ground state, whose energy is then eval-
uated. This yields an upper bound to the true ground state
energy. One then varies the variational parameters to lower
the energy of the ansatz state.
In choosing the class of ansatz states, one pursues several
goals: on the one hand, it is crucial that the class contains an
accurate approximation to the true ground state of the system.
On the other hand, one desires a class of circuits that are easily
executed on the available quantum computer, i.e. for a given
set of available gates, connectivity of the qubits, etc. Finally, it
is important for the classical optimization over the variational
parameters to be well-behaved, so as to be able to find low-
energy minima [212, 213]. While we cannot list all possible
ansatz states below, we provide a representative sample.
1. Unitary coupled cluster
An early example of a particular class of ansatz states that
has been suggested for applications in quantum chemistry is
the unitary coupled-cluster (uCC) ansatz [208, 210, 211, 214,
215]
|ΨuCC〉 = eTˆ−Tˆ † |ΨHF 〉 ,
Tˆ =
d∑
k=1
∑
i1...ik
a1...ak
ta1...aki1...ik cˆ
†
ak
. . . cˆ†a1 cˆik . . . cˆi1 .
(12)
Here, d denotes the maximum order of excitations in the uCC
wavefunction (for example d = 1, 2, 3 for singles, doubles
and triples respectively), cˆ†ak . . . cˆ
†
a1 (cˆik . . . cˆi1 ) are creation
(destruction) operators relative to orbitals unoccupied (occu-
pied) in the Hartree-Fock state, and t is a rank-2k tensor, anti-
symmetric in the ak . . . a1 and ik . . . i1 indices. This choice of
ansatz is motivated by the success of mean-field theory, which
suggests that the density of excitations in the true wavefunc-
tion should be small relative to the mean-field state. Standard
coupled cluster theory – written as eTˆ |ΨHF 〉 – is widely used
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FIG. 14. Workflow of the variational quantum eigensolver algo-
rithm. The classical optimization routine adds expectation values
of the Hamiltonian Pauli terms to calculate the energy and estimates
new values for the unitary parameters. The process is repeated until
convergence. From [211].
in classical quantum chemistry but is challenging to imple-
ment on a quantum device, whereas the reverse is true for the
unitary variant. Understanding the theoretical and numerical
differences between standard and unitary coupled cluster is an
active area of research [216, 217]. The variational quantum
eigensolver algorithm applied to the unitary coupled-cluster
Ansatz is depicted in Figure 14.
2. Hardware-efficient ansatz
The unitary coupled cluster ansatz involves non-local gate
operations and is expensive to implement on near-term de-
vices with limited qubit connectivity. An alternative vari-
ational approach, pursued e.g. in Ref. [176] and termed
“hardware-efficient” there, is to tailor the ansatz specifically
to the underlying hardware characteristics. The circuits con-
sidered in Ref. [176], sketched in Figure 15, consist of alter-
nating layers of arbitrary single-qubit gates and an entangling
gate that relies on the intrinsic drift Hamiltonian of the sys-
tem. While this drift Hamiltonian and thus the entangling gate
is not known precisely, for the variational approach it is suf-
ficient to know that the gate is reproducible. The variational
parameters are only the rotations in the layer of single-qubit
gates. While it is not guaranteed that such an ansatz contains
a good approximation to the state of interest, it is an exam-
ple of an adaption of a method to NISQ devices [176]. An
application to BeH2 is seen in Figure 15.
3. Adapt-VQE ansatz
In the adapt-VQE scheme, a collection of operators Aˆi (op-
erator pool) is chosen in advance, and the ground state is ap-
proximated by
|Ψadapt-VQE〉 = eθnAˆn . . . eθ1Aˆ1 |ΨHF〉 , (13)
Given a current parameter configuration θ1 . . . θn, the com-
mutator of the Hamiltonian with each operator in the pool is
measured to obtain the gradient of the energy
E = 〈Ψadapt-VQE|Hˆ|Ψadapt-VQE〉 (14)
with respect to the parameters θ. Repeating this multiple times
and averaging over the obtained samples gives the gradient of
the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with respect to the
coefficient of each operator. The ansatz is improved by adding
the operator Aˆi with the largest gradient to the left end of the
ansatz with a new variational parameter, thereby increasing
n. The operation is repeated until convergence of the energy
[218]. Numerical simulations, for example for short hydrogen
chains, show that adapt-VQE can improve over the unitary
coupled cluster approach in terms of the accuracy reached for
a given circuit depth.
4. Tensor networks
Tensor networks are a class of variational states which con-
struct the global wavefunction amplitude from tensors asso-
ciated with local degrees of freedom. They specify a class of
quantum states that can be represented by an amount of classi-
cal information proportional to the system size. There are two
main families of tensor networks: those based on matrix prod-
uct states and tree tensor network states (MPS, TTNS) [219,
220] (also known in the numerical multi-linear algebra com-
munity as the tensor-train decomposition [221, 222] and the
tree-structured hierarchical Tucker representation [223, 224])
and their higher dimensional analogs, projected entangled
pair states (PEPS) [225]; and those based on the multi-scale
entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) [226]. Be-
cause of their success in representing low-energy states in
classical simulations, they are a natural class of variational
wavefunctions to try to prepare in a quantum algorithm for
low-energy states. These tensor networks are schematically
depicted in Figure 16.
There are many analogies between tensor network algo-
rithms and quantum circuits. This analogy can be exploited
to develop an efficient preparation mechanism for these states
on a quantum computer. By recognizing that the tensors in an
MPS or a MERA can be associated with a block of unitaries
(with the bonds between tensors playing the role of circuit
lines in a quantum circuit) it is possible to prepare an MPS
or MERA state on a quantum computer [227–229]. Because
the dimensions of the associated tensor grow exponentially
with the depth of the quantum circuit associated with it, it is
possible to prepare certain tensor networks with large bond
dimension on a quantum computer that presumably cannot be
efficiently simulated classically; an example of this is the so-
called deep MERA [230].
There are many open questions in the area of tensor net-
works and quantum computing. For example, preparing PEPS
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FIG. 15. Left: Hardware-efficient quantum circuit for trial state preparation and energy estimation, shown here for 6 qubits. The circuit
is composed of a sequence of interleaved single-qubit rotations, and entangling unitary operations UENT that entangle all the qubits in the
circuit. A final set of post-rotations prior to qubit readout are used to measure the expectation values of the terms in the qubit Hamiltonian, and
estimate the energy of the trial state. Right: energy minimization for the six-qubit Hamiltonian describing BeH2. Adapted from Ref. [176].
on a quantum computer appears to be much less straightfor-
ward than preparing a matrix product state or a MERA [231].
Similarly, although “deep” tensor network states can only be
efficiently simulated on a quantum computer, their additional
representational power over classically efficient tensor net-
works for problems of physical or chemical interest is poorly
understood.
5. Other considerations
Besides the choice of ansatz state, the computational chal-
lenges of variational methods and VQE are twofold:
• Potentially, a very large number of measurements must
be performed to accurately estimate the energy. In-
deed, the scaling is quadratically worse than when us-
ing quantum phase estimation, in a simple implemen-
tation. Recently, however, considerable effort has been
put in devising schemes to reduce the number of mea-
surements required to estimate the energy, without sac-
rificing accuracy [233–237]. We will discuss this point
further in Section V.
• The optimization of the variational parameters may
be very difficult, in particular if the energy exhibits
a very non-trivial dependence on classical parameters
with many local minima, and if gradient information is
not easily available. For some discussion of optimiza-
tion algorithms in this context, see Refs. [162, 212, 213,
238, 239].
Some key advantages of the VQE approach are that it can
often be carried out with a large number of independent, short
quantum simulations. This is more suitable to NISQ machines
than the long coherent circuits required for approaches based
on quantum phase estimation, which has been demonstrated
in several experiments [151, 176]. Furthermore, the approach
is more resilient against certain types of errors. For exam-
ple, as mentioned already above, it is generally not necessary
to know exactly what circuit is executed for some variational
parameters as long as it is reproducible; therefore, system-
atic coherent tuning errors of the qubits (for example system-
atic deviations between the desired and the actually applied
single-qubit rotations) do not adversely affect the results. In
addition to studying the robustness of VQE against errors, it
has become a very active field to develop techniques that mit-
igate such physical errors. Such approaches promise to re-
duce the impact of errors on near-term machines before error
correction becomes available. For work in this direction, see
Refs. [162, 240–245].
F. Excited states
While much of the above discussion of state preparation
and variational algorithms has focused on ground-states, most
of the same methods can also be used with minor extensions
for excited states. For example, adiabatic state preparation can
be used to prepare an excited state, so long as it is connected
to the initial state without a vanishing gap.
In the area of variational methods, it is often useful to
choose the excited state ansatz to be related to that of the
ground-state, since at low-energies much of the physics is the
same. This is widely used in classical simulations and es-
sentially the same ideas have been ported to the quantum al-
gorithm setting. For example, in the quantum subspace ex-
pansion (QSE) [246], the excited state is made via the ansatz
|Ψ′〉 = ∑α cαEˆα|Ψ〉, where {Eα} is a set of “excitation”
operators and |Ψ〉 is the ground-state constructed in VQE. In
QSE, one needs to measure all the subspace matrix elements
〈Ψ|Eˆ†αEˆβ |Ψ〉, 〈Ψ|Eˆ†αHˆEˆβ |Ψ〉, thus the number of measure-
ments grows quadratically with the subspace. In the quantum
Lanczos method, the QITE algorithm is used to construct the
subspace {e−λHˆ |Ψ〉, e−2λHˆ |Ψ〉, . . .} and the special structure
of this space means that all subspace matrix elements can be
constructed with a number of measurements that grows only
linearly with the size of the subspace [154]. Alternatively, one
can fix the coefficients cα and reoptimize the quantum circuit
in the variational method; this is the basis of the multi-state
VQE method; other similar ideas have also been proposed.
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FIG. 16. Graphical representation of (a) matrix product states, (b) projected-entangled pair states. The boxes and circles represent tensors
of numbers. (c) Construction of deep multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (deep MERA). The figure shows an isometry (one
component of the MERA ansatz) being constructed with exponential dimension via quantum circuits. Adapted from Ref. [232] and Ref. [230].
Connections between quantum subspaces and error correction
have been explored in [247].
The above methods compute total energies of excited states,
which have to be subtracted from the ground state energy
to give the excitation energies of the system. A method to
directly access excitation energies is desirable. One route
to achieve this goal is provided by the equation-of-motion
(EOM) approach, also widely used in classical simulations
[248] and recently extended to quantum computing [249]. In
the EOM approach, excitation energies are obtained as
∆En =
〈Ψ|[Oˆn, Hˆ, Oˆ†n]|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|[Oˆn, Oˆ†n]|Ψ〉
(15)
where [Oˆn, Hˆ, Oˆ†n] = ([[Oˆn, Hn], O
†
n] + [Oˆn, [Hn, O
†
n]])/2
is a double commutator, Ψ is an approximation to the ground
state (such as the VQE ansatz) and Oˆn is an excitation op-
erator expanded on a suitable basis. The variational problem
of finding the stationary points of ∆En leads to a generalized
eigenvalue equation, the solutions of which are the excited-
state energies.
G. Phase estimation
Quantum Phase Estimation (QPE) is a crucial step in many
quantum algorithms. In the context of quantum simulation,
QPE enables high-precision measurements of the ground and
excited energy levels. This is achieved by preparing a trial
initial state |ψ(0)〉 that has a non-negligible overlap with the
relevant eigenvector of the target Hamiltonian Hˆ and applying
a quantum circuit that creates a superposition of time evolved
states |ψ(t)〉 = e−iHˆt|ψ(0)〉 over a suitable range of the evo-
lution times t. In the simplest case, known as the iterative
QPE [4, 161] and sketched in Figure 17, the final state is a su-
perposition of the initial state itself and a single time-evolved
state,
|ψθ(t)〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 ⊗ |ψ(0)〉+ eiθ|1〉 ⊗ |ψ(t)〉) . (16)
Here one ancillary control qubit has been added that deter-
mines whether each gate in the quantum circuit realizing
e−iHˆt is turned on (control is 1) or off (control is 0). The
extra phase shift θ coordinates interference between the two
computational branches such that useful information can be
read out with high confidence. Finally, the control qubit is
FIG. 17. Quantum circuit for iterative QPE. The first two single-
qubit gates bring the ancilla to the state 1√
2
(|0〉+ eiθ|1〉). The
controlled-U(t) gate, with U(t) = e−itHˆ , brings the register into
the state Eq. (16). The last Hadamard gate is needed to measure in
the X basis.
measured in the so-called X-basis, |±〉 = (|0〉± |1〉)/√2 and
the measurement outcome b ∈ {+1,−1} is recorded.
The iterative QPE works by performing many runs of the
above subroutine with a suitable choice of parameters t, θ in
each run and performing a classical post-processing of the ob-
served measurement outcomes. The ancillary control qubit
stays alive only over the duration of a single run since its
state is destroyed by the measurement. However, the remain-
ing qubits that comprise the simulated system stay alive over
the entire duration of the QPE algorithm. More specifically,
let Eα and |ψα〉 be the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Hˆ
such that Hˆ =
∑
αEα|ψα〉〈ψα|. The trial state can be ex-
panded in the eigenbasis of Hˆ as |ψ(0)〉 = ∑α cα|ψα〉. Then
the joint probability distribution describing measurement out-
comes b1, . . . , bN = ±1 observed in N runs of QPE has the
form
Pr(b1, . . . , bN ) =
∑
α
|cα|2
N∏
i=1
1
2
(1 + bi cos (θi − Eαti)) .
(17)
Here θi and ti are the phase shift and the evolution time used
in the i-th run and bi = ±1 is the observed measurement out-
come. This has the same effect as picking an eigenvector of Hˆ
at random with the probability |cα|2 and then running QPE on
the initial state |ψ(0)〉 = |ψα〉. Accordingly, QPE aims at esti-
mating a random eigenvalue Eα sampled from the probability
distribution |cα|2. We note that a suitably formalized version
of this problem with the trial state |00 . . . 0〉 and a local Hamil-
tonian Hˆ composed of few-qubit interactions is known to be
BQP-complete [250]. In that sense, QPE captures the full
computational power of quantum computers and any quantum
algorithm can be expressed as a special case of QPE. A com-
mon application of QPE is the task of estimating the smallest
eigenvalue E0 = minαEα. This requires a trial state |ψ(0)〉
that has a non-negligible overlap with the true ground state
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of Hˆ to ensure that the minimum of a few randomly sampled
eigenvalues Eα coincides with E0. For example, in the con-
text of molecular simulations, |ψ(0)〉 is often chosen as the
Hartree-Fock approximation to the ground state. Such a state
is easy to prepare as it can be chosen to correspond to a stan-
dard basis vector, see Subsection III B 3.
The problem of obtaining a good estimate of the eigenvalue
Eα based on the measured outcomes b1, . . . , bN is an active
research area, see [251–254]. Assuming that the trial state has
a constant overlap with the ground state of Hˆ , the smallest
eigenvalue E0 can be estimated using QPE within a given er-
ror  using N ∼ log (1/) runs such that each run evolves
the system over time at most O(1/). As discussed in Sub-
section III H, the evolution operator e−iHˆt (as well as its con-
trolled version) can be approximated by a quantum circuit of
size scaling almost linearly in t (neglecting logarithmic cor-
rections). Thus QPE can achieve an approximation error  at
the computational cost roughly 1/ even if the trial state has
only a modest overlap with the ground state. This should be
contrasted with VQE algorithms that have cost at least 1/2
due to sampling errors and where the trial state must be a
very good approximation to the true ground state, see Subsec-
tion III E. On the other hand, QPE is much more demanding
in terms of the required circuit depth and the gate fidelity. It
is expected that quantum error correction will be required to
implement QPE in a useful way (e.g. to outperform VQE in
ground-state determination).
QPE also has a single-run (non-iterative) version where
the time evolution of the simulated system is controlled by a
multi-qubit register and the X-basis measurement of the con-
trol qubit is replaced by the Fourier basis measurement [255].
The iterative version of QPE has the clear advantage of requir-
ing fewer qubits. It also trades quantum operations required
to realize the Fourier basis measurement for classical postpro-
cessing, thereby reducing the overall quantum resource cost
of the simulation.
Since QPE is used ubiquitously in a variety of quantum ap-
plications, it is crucial to optimize its performance. Below we
list some open problems that are being actively investigated;
see Ref. [254] for a recent review.
• Given limitations of near-term quantum devices, of par-
ticular interest are tradeoffs between the depth of the
QPE circuit and its spectral-resolution power as well
as its sensitivity to noise. It was shown [254] that that
the computational cost of QPE interpolates between
1/ and 1/2 as the depth (measured by the number of
runs N per iteration of the algorithm) is reduced from
O(1/) to O(1). A particular version of QPE with a
tunable depth that interpolates between the standard it-
erative QPE and VQE was proposed in [256].
• Several methods have been proposed for mitigating ex-
perimental errors for VQE-type simulations [242, 244,
245]. Such methods enable reliable estimation of ex-
pected values of observables on a given trial state with-
out introducing any overhead in terms of extra qubits
or quantum gates. Generalizing such error mitigation
methods to QPE is a challenging open problem since
QPE performs a non-trivial postprocessing of the mea-
surement outcomes that goes beyond computing mean
values.
• Classical post-processing methods that enable simulta-
neous estimation of multiple eigenvalues are highly de-
sirable [254].
• Finally, a natural question is whether the time evolution
operator e−iHˆt in QPE can be replaced by some other
functions of Hˆ that are easier to implement [257, 258].
H. Quantum algorithms for time evolution
1. Hamiltonian simulation problem
It was recognized early on [9, 163–166] that a quantum
computer can be programmed to efficiently simulate the uni-
tary time evolution of almost any physically realistic quantum
system. The time evolution of a quantum system initialized in
a given state |ψ(0)〉 is governed by the Schro¨dinger equation
i
d|ψ(t)〉
dt
= Hˆ|ψ(t)〉 , t ≥ 0 , (18)
where Hˆ is the system’s Hamiltonian. Since any fermionic
or spin system can be mapped to qubits, see Subsection III B,
below we assume that Hˆ describes a system of n qubits. By
integrating Eq. (18) for a time-independent Hamiltonian one
obtains the time-evolved state
|ψ(t)〉 = e−itHˆ |ψ(0)〉 . (19)
A quantum algorithm for Hamiltonian simulation takes as in-
put a description of Hˆ , the evolution time t, and outputs a
quantum circuit Uˆ that approximates the time evolution oper-
ator e−itHˆ within a specified precision , that is,
‖Uˆ − e−itHˆ‖ ≤  . (20)
More generally, the circuit Uˆ may use some ancillary qubits
initialized in the |0〉 state. The simulation cost is usually quan-
tified by the runtime of the algorithm (the gate count of Uˆ ) and
the total number of qubits. Applying the circuit Uˆ to the initial
state |ψ(0)〉 provides an -approximation to the time-evolved
state |ψ(t)〉. The final state Uˆ |ψ(0)〉 can now be measured
to access dynamical properties of the system such as time-
dependent correlation functions. The time evolution circuit Uˆ
is usually invoked as a subroutine in a larger enveloping al-
gorithm. For example, the quantum phase estimation method
employs a controlled version of Uˆ to measure the phase accu-
mulated during the time evolution, see Subsection III G. The
enveloping algorithm is also responsible for preparing the ini-
tial state |ψ(0)〉.
While practical applications are concerned with specific
Hamiltonian instances, quantum simulation algorithms ap-
ply to general classes of Hamiltonians satisfying mild tech-
nical conditions that enable a quantum algorithm to access
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the Hamiltonian efficiently. For example, a Hamiltonian can
be specified as a linear combination of elementary interaction
terms denoted Vˆ1, . . . , VˆL such that
Hˆ =
L∑
i=1
αiVˆi, ‖Vˆi‖ ≤ 1. (21)
Here αi are real coefficients and ‖Vˆi‖ is the operator norm
(the maximum magnitude eigenvalue). In the case of local
Hamiltonians [4, 166], each term Vˆi acts non-trivially only
a few qubits. This includes an important special case of lat-
tice Hamiltonians where qubits are located at sites of a reg-
ular lattice and the interactions Vˆi couple small subsets of
nearest-neighbor qubits. Molecular electronic Hamiltonians
mapped to qubits assume the form Eq. (21), where Vˆi are
tensor products of Pauli operators which may have a super-
constant weight. This situation is captured by the Linear Com-
bination of Unitaries (LCU) model [259]. It assumes that
each term Vˆi is a black-box unitary operator that can be imple-
mented at a unit cost by querying an oracle (more precisely,
one needs a “select-Vˆ ” oracle implementing a controlled ver-
sion of Vˆ1, . . . , Vˆm). The LCU model also assumes an ora-
cle access to the coefficients αi, see [259] for details. Al-
ternatively, a quantum algorithm can access the Hamiltonian
through a subroutine that computes its matrix elements. A
Hamiltonian Hˆ is said to be d-sparse [260] if the matrix of Hˆ
in the standard n-qubit basis has at most d non-zero entries
in a single row or column. The sparse Hamiltonian model
assumes that positions and values of the nonzero entries can
be accessed by querying suitable oracles [261]. Most physi-
cally realistic quantum systems can be mapped to either local,
LCU, or sparse qubit Hamiltonians such that the correspond-
ing oracles are realized by a short quantum circuit. As de-
scribed below, the runtime of quantum simulation algorithms
is controlled by a dimensionless parameter T proportional to
the product of the evolution time t and a suitable norm of the
Hamiltonian. One can view T as an effective evolution time.
A formal definition of T for various Hamiltonian models is as
follows.
T =

tmaxi |αi| (Local)
t
∑
i |αi| (LCU)
td‖H‖max (Sparse)
(22)
Here ‖H‖max denotes the maximum magnitude of a matrix
element, see [262] for more extended discussions.
It is strongly believed that the Hamiltonian simulation prob-
lem is hard for classical computers. For example, Ref. [263]
showed that any problem solvable on a quantum computer
can be reduced to solving an instance of a suitably formal-
ized Hamiltonian simulation problem with a local Hamilto-
nian. Technically speaking, the problem isBQP-complete [4].
All known classical methods capable of simulating general
quantum systems of the above form require resources (time
and memory) exponential in n. On the other hand, Feyn-
man’s original insight [9] was that a quantum computer should
be capable of simulating many-body quantum dynamics effi-
ciently, such that the simulation runtime grows only polyno-
mially with the system size n and the evolution time T . This
intuition was confirmed by Lloyd who gave the first quantum
algorithm for simulating local Hamiltonians [166]. The algo-
rithm exploits the Trotter-Suzuki product formula
e−it(Hˆ1+Hˆ2+...+HˆL) ≈
(
e−itHˆ1e−itHˆ2 . . . e−itHˆL
) t
δ
. (23)
By choosing a sufficiently small Trotter step δ one can ap-
proximate the evolution operator e−iHt by a product of few-
qubit operators describing evolution under individual inter-
action terms. Each few-qubit operator can be easily imple-
mented by a short quantum circuit. The runtime of Lloyd’s
algorithm scales as [166, 264]
trun = O(L
3T 2−1), (24)
where T is the effective evolution time for local Hamiltonians,
see Eq. (22). Importantly, the runtime scales polynomially
with all relevant parameters.
Lloyd’s algorithm was a breakthrough result demonstrating
that quantum computers can indeed provide an exponential
speedup over the best known classical algorithms for the task
of simulating time evolution of quantum systems. However,
it was quickly realized that the runtime of Lloyd’s algorithm
is unlikely to be optimal. Indeed, since any physical system
simulates its own dynamics in a real time, one should expect
that a universal quantum simulator can attain a runtime scal-
ing only linearly with t. Moreover, for any realistic Hamilto-
nian composed of short-range interactions on a regular lattice,
one should expect that the simulation runtime is linear in the
space-time volume nt. Clearly, the scaling Eq. (24) falls far
behind these expectations.
I. Algorithmic tools
The last decade has witnessed several improvements in
the runtime scaling based on development of new algorith-
mic tools for Hamiltonian simulation. Most notably, a break-
through work by Berry et al. [259, 261, 265] achieved an ex-
ponential speedup over Lloyd’s algorithm with respect to the
precision . A powerful algorithmic tool introduced in [261]
is the so-called LCU lemma [261]. It shows how to con-
struct a quantum circuit that implements an operator Uˆ ′ =∑M
i=1 βiUˆi, where βi are complex coefficients and Uˆi are
black-box unitary operators. Assuming that U ′ is close to a
unitary operator, the lemma shows that U ′ can be well ap-
proximated by a quantum circuit of size roughly M
∑
i |βi|
using roughly
∑
i |βi| queries to the oracle implementing
Uˆ1, . . . , UˆM (and their inverses). The simulation algorithm
of Ref. [259] works by splitting the evolution into small inter-
vals of length τ and using the truncated Taylor series approx-
imation e−iτHˆ ≈ ∑Km=0(−iτHˆ)m/m! ≡ Uˆτ . Accordingly,
e−itHˆ = (e−iτHˆ)t/τ ≈ (Uˆτ )t/τ . Substituting the LCU de-
composition of H into the Taylor series one obtains an LCU
decomposition of Uˆτ . For a suitable choice of the truncation
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order K, the truncated series Uˆτ is close to a unitary opera-
tor. Thus Uˆτ can be well approximated by a quantum circuit
using the LCU lemma. The runtime of this simulation algo-
rithm, measured by the number of queries to the Hamiltonian
oracles, scales as [259]
trun =
T log (T/)
log log (T/)
. (25)
Here T is the effective evolution time for the LCU Hamil-
tonian model, see Eq. (22). This constitutes a square-root
speedup with respect to T and an exponential speedup with
respect to the precision compared with Lloyd’s algorithm.
An important algorithmic tool proposed by Childs [266] is
converting a Hamiltonian into a quantum walk. The latter is
a unitary operator W that resembles the evolution operator
e−itHˆ with a unit evolution time t. For a suitable normal-
ization of Hˆ , the quantum walk operator Wˆ has eigenvalues
e±i arcsin(Eα), where Eα are eigenvalues of Hˆ . The corre-
sponding eigenvectors of Wˆ are simply related to those of Hˆ .
Unlike the true evolution operator, the quantum walk Wˆ can
be easily implemented using only a few queries to the ora-
cles describing the Hamiltonian Hˆ , e.g. using the LCU or the
sparse models. To correct the discrepancy between Wˆ and
the true evolution operator, Low and Chuang [175] proposed
the Quantum Signal Processing (QSP) method. One can view
QSP as a compiling algorithm that takes as input a black-box
unitary operator W , a function f : C → C, and outputs a
quantum circuit that realizes f(Wˆ ). Here it is understood that
f(Wˆ ) has the same eigenvectors as Wˆ while each eigenvalue
z is mapped to f(z). The circuit realizing f(Wˆ ) is expressed
using controlled-Wˆ gates and single-qubit gates on the control
qubit. Remarkably, it can be shown that the Low and Chuang
algorithm is optimal for the sparse Hamiltonian model [175].
Its runtime, measured by the number of queries to the Hamil-
tonian oracles, scales as
trun = T +
log(1/)
log log(1/)
(26)
where T is the effective evolution time for the sparse model,
see Eq. (22). This scaling is optimal in the sense that it
matches previously known lower bounds [261, 265]. We note
that simulation methods based on the sparse and LCU Hamil-
tonian models have been recently unified using a powerful
framework known as qubitization [159]. It provides a general
recipe for converting a Hamiltonian into a quantum walk using
yet another oracular representation of a Hamiltonian known as
a block encoding [159].
Algorithms based on the quantum walk (such as the QSP)
or truncated Taylor series may not be the best choice for near-
term applications since they require many ancillary qubits.
In contrast, the original Lloyd algorithm [166] and its gen-
eralizations based on higher order product formulas [267] re-
quire only as many qubits as needed to express the Hamilto-
nian. In addition, such algorithms are well-suited for simu-
lating lattice Hamiltonians where qubits are located at sites
of a regular D-dimensional grid and each elementary interac-
tion Vi couples a few qubits located nearby. Lattice Hamil-
tonians contain L = O(n) elementary interactions. Each
few-qubit operator that appears in a product formula approxi-
mating e−itHˆ can be expressed using a few gates that couple
nearest-neighbor qubits. The corresponding quantum circuit
can be easily implemented on a device whose qubit connec-
tivity graph is a D-dimensional grid.
Quite recently, Childs and Su [268] revisited simulation al-
gorithms based on product formulas and demonstrated that
their performance is better than what one could expect from
naive error bounds. More precisely, an order-p product for-
mula approximates the evolution operator e−iHt under a
Hamiltonian Hˆ = Aˆ+Bˆ with a simpler operator that involves
time evolutions under HamiltoniansA andB such that the ap-
proximation error scales as tp+1 in the limit t → 0. Childs
and Su [268] showed that the gate complexity of simulating a
lattice Hamiltonian using order-p product formulas scales as
(nT )1+1/p−1/p which shaves off a factor of n from the best
previously known bound. Here T is the effective evolution
time for the local Hamiltonian model.
Haah et al. [270]. recently introduced a new class of prod-
uct formulas based on the divide-and-conquer strategy and
showed that lattice Hamiltonians can be simulated with gate
complexity O˜(nT ), where O˜ hides logarithmic corrections.
This result confirms the physical intuition that the cost of sim-
ulating lattice Hamiltonians scales linearly with the space-
time volume. The algorithm of Ref. [270], sketched in Fig-
ure 18, approximates the full evolution operator by divid-
ing the lattice into small (overlapping) subsystems compris-
ing O(log n) qubits each and simulating time evolution of the
individual subsystems. The errors introduced by truncating
the Hamiltonian near the boundaries are canceled by alternat-
ing between forward and backward time evolutions. The error
analysis is based on a skillful application of the Lieb-Robinson
bound [271, 272] that controls how fast information can prop-
agate across the system during the time evolution.
Finally, we note that while product formulas achieve a bet-
ter scaling with system size than LCU or QSP methods by ex-
ploiting commutativity of Hamiltonian terms, they suffer from
worse scaling with the simulation time and the error tolerance.
A recent approach of multiproduct formulas [273] combines
the best features of both. From Trotter methods, it inherits
the simplicity, low-space requirements of its circuits, and a
good scaling with system size. From LCU, it inherits the op-
timal scaling with time and error, up to logarithmic factors.
Essentially, the work [273] shows how a certain type of high-
order product formula can be implemented with a polynomial
gate cost in the order (scaling as p2). In contrast, the stan-
dard Trotter-Suzuki formulas scale exponentially with the or-
der (scaling as 5p).
J. Open problems
The existing simulation methods such as QSP are optimal in
terms of the query complexity. However their runtime may or
may not be optimal if one accounts for the cost of implement-
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FIG. 18. Trotter-like time evolution (top) and divide-and-conquer strategy for lattice systems (bottom). From Ref. [269] and Ref. [270]
respectively.
ing the Hamiltonian oracles by a quantum circuit. Indeed,
in the case of lattice Hamiltonians, system-specific simulation
strategies that are not based on oracular models are known
to achieve better runtime [270]. Improved system-specific
simulation methods are also available for quantum chemistry
systems. For example Ref. [185] achieved a quadratic re-
duction in the number of interaction terms present in molec-
ular Hamiltonians by treating the kinetic energy and the po-
tential/Coulomb energy operators using two different sets of
basis functions – the plane wave basis and its dual. The two
bases are related by the fermionic version of the Fourier trans-
form which admits a simple quantum circuit [185]. This sim-
plification was shown to reduce the depth of simulation cir-
cuits (parallel runtime) based on the Trotter-Suzuki and LCU
decompositions [185]. One may anticipate that further im-
provements can be made by exploiting system-specific infor-
mation. It is an interesting open question whether molec-
ular Hamiltonians can be simulated in depth scaling poly-
logarithmically with the size of the electronic basis. More re-
cent advanced sparse Hamiltonian simulation algorithms can
exploit prior knowledge of other Hamiltonian norms to get
better performance. For instance, the algorithm of Ref. [274]
has an effective time T =
√
d‖H‖max‖H‖1, which is a tighter
bound than the one displayed in Eq. (22). This can be further
improved to T = t
√
d‖H‖1→2 which is a tighter bound than
both, see [275] for details. However, these scaling improve-
ments come with a larger constant factor that has not been
thoroughly characterized.
In many situations the Hamiltonian to be simulated can be
written asH = H0 +V , where the norm ofH0 is much larger
than the norm of V , while the time evolution generated by H0
can be “fast-forwarded” by calculating the evolution operator
analytically. For example, H0 could represent the kinetic en-
ergy in the momentum basis or, alternatively, potential energy
in the position basis. Hamiltonian simulation in the interac-
tion picture [276] is an algorithmic tool proposed to take ad-
vantage of such situations. It allows one to pay a logarithmic
cost (instead of the usual linear cost) with respect to the norm
of H0. This tool has been used to simulate chemistry in the
plane wave basis with O(N2) gates in second quantization,
where N is the number of plane waves [276]. In the first-
quantization, the gate cost scales as O(N1/3K8/3), where K
is the number of electrons [277].
Likewise, better bounds on the runtime may be obtained by
exploiting the structure of the initial state ψ(0). In many ap-
plications, ψ(0) is the Hartree-Fock approximation to the true
ground state. As such, the energy of ψ(0) tends to be small
compared with the full energy scale of Hˆ and one may expect
that the time evolution is confined to the low-energy subspace
of Hˆ . How to develop state-specific simulation methods and
improved bounds on the runtime is an intriguing open prob-
lem posed in [278].
An interesting alternative to quantum simulations proposed
by Poulin et al. [257] is using the quantum walk operator
Wˆ described above directly in the quantum phase estimation
method to estimate eigenvalues of Hˆ . This circumvents errors
introduced by the Trotter or LCU decomposition reducing the
total gate count. It remains to be seen whether other phys-
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ically relevant quantities such as time dependent correlation
functions can be extracted from the quantum walk operator
sidestepping the unitary evolution which is relatively expen-
sive compared with the quantum walk.
While the asymptotic runtime scaling is of great theoretical
interest, practical applications are mostly concerned with spe-
cific Hamiltonian instances and constant approximation error
(e.g. four digits of precision). To assess the practicality of
quantum algorithms for specific problem instances and com-
pare their runtime with that of state-of-the-art classical algo-
rithms, one has to examine compiling methods that transform
a high-level description of a quantum algorithm into a quan-
tum circuit that can be run on particular hardware. This mo-
tivates development of compilers tailored to quantum simu-
lation circuits. For example, Whitfield et al. [279] and Hast-
ings et al. [280] examined Trotter-Suzuki type simulation of
chemical Hamiltonians mapped to qubits using the Jordan-
Wigner transformation. An improved compiling method was
proposed reducing the runtime by a factor O(N), where N
is the number of orbitals. Childs et al. [281] and Camp-
bell [264] recently proposed a randomized compiler tailored
to Trotter-Suzuki simulations. It improves the asymptotic run-
time scaling Eq. (24) to L5/2T 3/2−1/2 and achieves almost
105 speedup for simulation of small molecule quantum chem-
istry Hamiltonians [264, 281]. Different types of compilers
may be needed for NISQ devices and fault-tolerant quantum
machines [282]. Indeed, in the context of NISQ devices, ar-
bitrary single-qubit gates are cheap and the simulation cost
is dominated by the number of two-qubit gates. In contrast,
the cost of implementing an error-corrected quantum circuit is
usually dominated by the number of non-Clifford gates such
as the T-gate or the CCZ-gate. Since large-scale quantum
simulations are expected to require error correction, develop-
ing compiling algorithms minimizing the T-gate count is vi-
tal. For example, Low et al. [283] recently achieved a square-
root reduction in the T-count for a state preparation subroutine
employed by the LCU simulation method. Compiling algo-
rithms that minimize the number of generic single-qubit rota-
tions (which are expensive to implement fault-tolerantly) were
investigated by Poulin et al. [257]. This work considered im-
plementation of the quantum walk operatorW associated with
a lattice Hamiltonian that contains only a few distinct parame-
ters (e.g. translation invariant models). Other important works
that focused on the problem of optimizing circuits for quan-
tum chemistry simulations include [284, 285].
Estimating resources required to solve practically impor-
tant problems is linked with the study of space-time tradeoffs
in quantum simulation [286–288]. For example, in certain sit-
uations the circuit depth (parallel runtime) can be reduced at
the cost of introducing ancillary qubits [289] and/or using in-
termediate measurements and feedback [290]. Of particular
interest are methods for reducing the size of quantum sim-
ulation circuits using “dirty” ancilla — qubits whose initial
state is unknown and which must be restored to their original
form upon the completion of the algorithm [283, 289, 291],
see also [292]. For example, if a Hamiltonian simulation cir-
cuit is invoked as a subroutine from a larger enveloping algo-
rithm, the role of dirty ancillas may be played by data qubits
borrowed from different parts of the algorithm.
The Hamiltonian simulation problem has a purely classical
version. It deals with the ODE p˙ = −∂H/∂q, q˙ = ∂H/∂p,
where p,q are canonical coordinates of a classical Hamilto-
nian system. Numerical algorithms for integrating classical
Hamiltonian dynamics known as symplectic integrators have
a long history [293, 294] and are widely applied in simula-
tions of molecular dynamics [295]. One may ask whether new
advances in quantum or classical Hamiltonian simulation al-
gorithms can be made by an exchange of ideas between these
two fields.
Finally, the problem of simulating Hamiltonians in the
presence of noise, without active error correction in the NISQ
era, is an open problem. The primary question in this context
is whether noise tolerant methods, analogous to variational
algorithms in ground-state energy optimization, can also be
developed for Hamiltonian simulation.
K. Finite-temperature algorithms
How a quantum computer can be used to simulate experi-
ments on quantum systems in thermal equilibrium is an im-
portant problem in the field of quantum simulation. Early al-
gorithms for the simulation of Gibbs states [168, 296, 297]
were based on the idea of coupling the system of interest to
a set of ancillary qubits and letting the system and bath to-
gether evolve under a joint Hamiltonian, thus mimicking the
physical process of thermalization. The main disadvantages of
thermalization-based methods are the presence of additional
ancillary qubits defining the bath states, and the need to per-
form time evolution under Hˆ for a thermalization time t that
could be very long.
More recent proposals have focused on ways to generate
finite-temperature observables without long system-bath ther-
malization times and/or large ancillae bath representations.
For example, Ref. [298] showed how to realize the imaginary
time evolution operator e−βHˆ/2 using Hamiltonian simula-
tion techniques. Applying a suitable version of the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation the authors of Ref. [298] ob-
tained a representation e−βHˆ/2 =
∑
α cαUα, where cα are
real coefficients and Uα are unitary operators describing the
time evolution under a Hamiltonian Hˆ1/2. Although the
square-root Hˆ1/2 is generally not easily available, Ref. [298]
showed how to realize it for Hamiltonians composed of few-
qubit positive semidefinite terms using an ancillary system.
Applying state-of-the-art methods to simulate time evolution
under Hˆ1/2 and the LCU Lemma (see Subsection III I) to real-
ize the desired linear combination of unitaries, Ref. [298] ob-
tained a quantum algorithm for preparing the thermal Gibbs
state with gate complexity β1/22n/2Z−1/2, where Z is the
quantum partition function. Here we ignored a prefactor scal-
ing poly-logarithmically with β and the inverse error toler-
ance. A closely related but slightly less efficient algorithm
was discussed in Ref. [299].
Several more heuristic quantum algorithms for finite-
temperature simulations have been proposed recently. How-
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FIG. 19. Application of the quantum METTS algorithm to the 6-
site 1D Heisenberg model. Energy is shown as a function of inverse
temperature β, using unitaries acting on D = 2 . . . 5 spins. From
[154].
ever, most of these algorithms are challenging to analyze
mathematically and generally do not have performance guar-
antees. For example, variational ansatz states for the Gibbs
state that can be prepared with simple circuits have been pro-
posed to bypass possibly long thermalization times. One ex-
ample is the product spectrum ansatz [300] (PSA), where a
shallow unitary circuit applied to a product thermal state is
chosen to minimize the free energy of the system.
A different avenue is to sample from the Gibbs state rather
than generate it explicitly on the quantum computer. For
example, quantum Metropolis sampling [301, 302] samples
from the Gibbs state in an analog of classical Metropolis sam-
pling, using phase estimation on a random unitary applied
to the physical qubits to “propose” moves, and an iterative
amplification procedure to implement the “rejection”. Much
like the classical Metropolis algorithm, the fixed point of this
procedure samples the Gibbs state. Alternatively, the quan-
tum minimally entangled typical thermal state (METTS) al-
gorithm [154] samples from the Gibbs state using imaginary
time evolution applied to pure states, implemented via the
quantum imaginary time evolution algorithm. One strength
of quantum METTS is that it uses only the physical qubits
of the system and potentially shallow circuits, thus making it
feasible even in the NISQ era, where it has been demonstrated
on quantum hardware for small spin systems. An application
to the Heisenberg model is shown in Figure 19.
Another alternative is to work within the microcanonical
ensemble. This is the basis of the minimal effective Gibbs
ansatz (MEGA) [303], which attempts to generate pure states
within the energy window corresponding to a microcanonical
ensemble (for example, using phase estimation). The basic
challenge is to ensure that the energy window is chosen ac-
cording to the desired temperature. The MEGA method esti-
mates the temperature from asymptotic properties of the ratio
of the greater and lesser Green’s functions, which in principle
can be measured on the quantum device using the techniques
in Section V.
While there are many different proposed techniques for es-
timating observables of thermal states which all appear quite
plausible on theoretical grounds, little is known about their
heuristic performance, and almost none have been tested on
real devices. In this sense, thermal state algorithms lag greatly
behind those for ground-states for problems of interest in
chemistry and materials science. To identify the best way
forward, heuristic benchmarking for systems of relevance in
physics and chemistry will be of major importance. The prob-
lem of benchmarking is further discussed in Section IV.
L. Resource estimates
An important task in the practical demonstration and ap-
plication of quantum algorithms, especially on contemporary
hardware, is to determine and optimize the amount of quan-
tum resources required. Several groups have provided careful
quantitative estimates of these resources, expressed in terms
of parameters such as the number of qubits, the number of
single-qubit and CNOT gates, the circuit depth and the num-
ber of measurements required by an algorithm. These are
listed in a number of recent works, and for a variety of quan-
tum algorithms [33, 154, 160, 161, 185, 304–307]. These es-
timates not only provide a snapshot of current trends, but also
indicate that quantum simulations can be very expensive, with
estimated circuit complexities for simulating interesting prob-
lems still many orders of magnitude greater than what can be
achieved with contemporary hardware. While the resource
estimates can be expected to come down as better optimized
algorithms are developed, and hardware resources are increas-
ing with time, the need to share the computational cost of a
simulation between scarce quantum resources and abundant
classical resources, especially by leveraging the structure of
the problem at hand, is the motivation for developing hybrid
quantum-classical methods. Some of these have already been
discussed above, and further examples are given in the next
section.
M. Hybrid quantum-classical methods
1. Quantum embedding methods
Embedding algorithms use a divide-and-conquer strategy
to break a large quantum simulation into smaller pieces that
are more amenable to simulation. The properties of the
original model and the reduced models are related to each
other in a self-consistent fashion. These methods are popu-
lar both in condensed matter physics to study correlated elec-
tronic materials, where they reduce the problem of solving
a bulk fermionic lattice model to that of studying a simpler
Anderson-like impurity model, as well as in molecular appli-
cations, to reduce the computational scaling of methods in the
simulation of complicated molecules.
In classical simulations, there are many flavors of quan-
tum embedding. These can be grouped roughly by the choice
of variable used to communicate between regions; dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT) works with the Green’s function
and self-energy [308–310]; density matrix embedding theory
with the one-body density matrix [310, 311]; density func-
tional embedding via the electron density [310, 312], and
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FIG. 20. Illustration of hybrid quantum-classical embedding for a
quantum chemistry system. Fragmentation of the original problem
is performed on a classical computing device, and the more com-
plex task of simulating each subproblem is handled by the quantum
algorithm. From Ref. [314].
other methods, such as QM/MM, ONIOM, and fragment MO
methods communicate via the electrostatic potential [313].
There has been growing interest in quantum embedding
methods in the quantum information community, with the
quantum computer playing the role of the quantum mechani-
cal solver for the fragment/impurity problem (see Figure 20).
Ref. [269] suggested that a small quantum computer with a
few hundred qubits could potentially speed up material simu-
lations based on the DMFT method, and proposed a quantum
algorithm for computing the Green’s function of a quantum
impurity model. Kreula et al. [315] subsequently proposed
a proof-of-principle demonstration of this algorithm. Simi-
larly, Rubin [316] and Yamazaki et al [314] have explored the
potential of DMET in conjunction with a quantum computer
for both condensed-phase lattice models as well as for large
molecular calculations. Ground states of quantum impurity
models and their structural properties in the context of quan-
tum algorithms have been analyzed in Ref. [317].
2. Other hybrid quantum-classical algorithms
Beyond standard quantum embedding, there are many other
possibilities for hybrid quantum-classical algorithms. Varia-
tional quantum eigensolvers have previously been discussed
for eigenstate problems, see Subsection III E. One can also
classically postprocess a quantum simulation of an eigen-
state to improve it, in an analog of post-Hartree-Fock and
post-complete-active-space methods, as has been explored in
[304, 318]. In quantum molecular dynamics, it is natural to
use a quantum computer to propagate the wavefunction or
density matrix subject to motion of the nuclei, as is done to-
day in classical Born-Oppenheimer dynamics. Similarly, the
use of quantum optimizers and quantum annealers, for exam-
ple to assist classical conformational search [319], can also be
viewed as types of quantum-classical hybrids.
N. Open questions
It is clear that one will rely on hybrid quantum-classical
algorithms for many years to come, and there remain many
open questions. One is how to best adapt quantum algorithms
within existing quantum-classical frameworks. For example,
Green’s function embedding methods are generally formu-
lated in terms of actions rather than Hamiltonians; unfolding
into a bath representation, consuming additional qubits, is cur-
rently required. More compact representations of the retarded
interactions suited for quantum simulation should be explored
(see for example, Ref. [320] for a related proposal to gener-
ate effective long-range interactions). Similarly one should
explore the best way to evaluate Green’s functions or density
matrices, minimizing the coherence time and number of mea-
surements. It is also possible that new kinds of embedding
frameworks should be considered. For example, quantum-
quantum embedding algorithms within the circuit model of
quantum computation have been proposed to simulate large-
scale “clustered” quantum circuits on a small quantum com-
puter [321, 322]. These are circuits that can be divided into
small clusters such that there are only a few entangling gates
connecting different clusters. Another promising class of em-
bedding algorithms known as holographic quantum simula-
tors was also recently proposed in [323, 324]. Such algo-
rithms enable the simulation of 2D lattice models on a 1D
quantum computer by converting one spatial dimension into
time. Whether it is useful to incorporate a classical compo-
nent into such quantum-quantum frameworks clearly needs to
be explored.
Another question is how best to implement the feedback
between the quantum and classical parts of the algorithm.
For example, as already discussed in the variational quan-
tum eigensolver, such optimizations require the evaluation of
approximate gradients on the quantum device, and noisy op-
timization with limited gradient information on the classical
device. Improving both aspects is clearly needed.
IV. BENCHMARK SYSTEMS
Researchers working on quantum simulation algorithms
would greatly benefit from having access to well-defined
benchmarks. Such benchmarks help the community by defin-
ing common conventions (e.g. choosing specific bases) and
curating the best results.
There are two types of benchmarks to develop.
• the first is a benchmark that allows quantum algorithms
(possibly on different hardware) to be compared against
each other. For example, such problems could include
a test suite of molecular Hamiltonian simulation prob-
lems for some specific choice of electron basis func-
tions, fermion-to-qubit mapping, evolution time, and
the desired approximation error.
• The second is curated data from the best classical meth-
ods for specific problems and well-defined Hamiltoni-
ans. Wherever possible, the data should not only in-
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clude ground-state energies, but also excited-states and
other observables, and if exact results are not available,
an estimate of the precision should be given.
In the near-term era, suitable candidates for benchmarking
may include molecular or material science Hamiltonians that
can be expressed with about 50 or fewer qubits. Some promis-
ing candidates discussed in the literature include lattice spin
Hamiltonians [160], and models of correlated electrons such
as the 2D Fermi-Hubbard model [305], the uniform electron
gas (jellium) [185], and the Haldane pseudo-potential Hamil-
tonian that models FQHE systems [325–327]. In molecular
simulations, small transition metal compounds, such as the
chromium dimer, have been the subject of extensive bench-
marks in small and manageable basis sets and thus are a poten-
tial benchmark also for quantum algorithms [328, 329]. While
some aspects of these models are easy to solve classically for
systems of moderate size, others remain difficult, providing
room for quantum advantage.
Naturally, there is a wide range of molecular or materials
problems that could be chosen, a small number of which are
highlighted in Section II. One relevant factor to check when
constructing a Hamiltonian benchmark problem is to verify
that it is indeed difficult to simulate classically [330]. Ideally,
there should be a way to maximally tune the “complexity”
for classical simulation, which then defines a natural setting
for demonstrating quantum supremacy. Commonly, a way to
tune the Hamiltonian (in model Hamiltonians) is to change
the parameters of the Hamiltonian directly. In more realistic
settings, one may change the size or geometry of the system
or the chemical identity of the atoms.
V. READING OUT RESULTS
A. Equal-time measurements
It is of course an essential part of any quantum computation
to perform a measurement on the final state and thus read out
the result of the computation. Conventionally, this is achieved
through projective measurements of individual qubits in the
computational basis. More complicated operators can be mea-
sured through standard techniques, for example by first apply-
ing a unitary rotation to the state that maps the operator onto
Pauli-Z, or by using an ancillary qubit.
For very complicated operators, however, this can become
quite resource-intensive. Consider for example measuring the
expectation value of the Hamiltonian, which is required e.g.
in the VQE (see Subsection III E). This can be done by writ-
ing the Hamiltonian as a sum of products of Pauli operators
and measuring each one individually. Each measurement must
be repeated a sufficient number of times to collect accurate
statistics. Since for many applications, the number of oper-
ators grows quite quickly with the number of qubits (for ex-
ample as N4 in typical quantum chemistry applications) and
the state may have to be prepared anew after a projective mea-
surement, it is important to organize the terms in such a way
that the number of operations to achieve a desired accuracy
FIG. 21. Quantum circuit to measure 〈Ψ|Aˆ†i (t)Bˆj |Ψ〉. Here Aˆi,
Bˆj are unitaries, Aˆ†i (t) = Uˆ(t)Aˆ
†
i Uˆ
†(t) is the time evolution of Aˆ†i
under Uˆ(t) = e−itHˆ , and 2σ− = 2|0〉〈1| = X + iY . Adapted from
Ref. [169].
is minimized. Some work in this direction appears in Sec. V
of Ref. [176], as well as more recently in Refs. [331, 332].
Other approaches have been very recently proposed, based
on grouping terms into parts whose eigenstates have a single-
qubit product structure and devising multi-qubit unitary trans-
formations for the Hamiltonian or its parts to produce less en-
tangled operators [233, 237], as well as on the use of neural
network techniques to increase the precision of the output re-
sults [234]. While these results are encouraging, the need to
converge a large number of measurements to high precision
remains a practical problem in many implementations, partic-
ularly in many hybrid quantum-classical algorithms.
B. Dynamical properties and Green’s functions
Much of the experimentally relevant information about a
system, for example as obtained in scattering experiments
such as optical or X-ray spectroscopy or neutron scattering, is
encoded in dynamical properties. Access to these properties
allows for a more direct comparison between theoretical pre-
dictions and experiments, thus allowing to infer microscopic
information that is difficult to extract solely from the experi-
ment.
A convenient way to capture this information is via the
single- or few-particle Green’s functions, which can be sim-
ply related to time-correlation functions of observables, such
as the dynamic structure factors and dipole-dipole correlation
functions. For example, the particle and hole components of
the single-particle Green’s function in real time (t ≥ 0) are
given by
Gpαβ(t) = 〈ψ|cˆα(t)cˆ†β(0)|ψ〉 ,
Ghαβ(t) = 〈ψ|cˆα(t)†cˆβ(0)|ψ〉 ,
(27)
where α, β can be spin, orbital or site indices, |ψ〉 is the
quantum state of interest (for example the ground state), and
cˆ
(†)
α (t) = eitHˆ cˆ
(†)
α e−itHˆ . These can be measured by decom-
posing the fermion creation and annihilation operators into
unitary combinations and applying standard techniques, see
e.g. Ref. [169, 269] (a quantum circuit for measuring products
of unitaries, one of which time-evolved, is shown in Figure 21.
However, this procedure is expensive as it requires separate
calculations for each time t, the particle/hole, real/imaginary
and potentially orbital/spatial components of the Green’s
function, and finally a potentially large number of repeti-
tions for each to achieve some desired target accuracy. While
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some initial work has shown how to improve this slightly
by avoiding having to re-prepare the initial state every time
(which could be prohibitive), further improvements and de-
velopments of alternatives, would be very valuable.
It should be noted that the behavior of the Green’s func-
tion is very constrained both at short times (due to sum rules)
and at long times (where the decay is governed by the longest
time-scale of the system). Therefore, of primary interest is
the regime of intermediate times where classical methods are
most difficult to apply. However, in these other regimes, the
additional structure could potentially be employed to reduce
the computational effort also on a quantum computer.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this review we surveyed some of the quantum problems
of chemistry and materials science that pose a challenge for
classical computation, and the wide range of quantum algo-
rithms that can potentially target such problems. The field of
quantum algorithms for physical simulation is growing at an
exponential pace, thus this review only provides a snapshot of
progress. However, there are many shared ideas and compo-
nents and we have tried to bring out these common features,
as well as highlight the many open problems that remain to be
explored.
Although very few experiments have yet been carried out
in actual quantum hardware, it will soon become possible to
test many proposals in real quantum computational platforms.
While it is not at all certain then which techniques will per-
form best in practice, what is clear is that such experiments
will greatly enhance our understanding of the heuristics of
quantum algorithms. Indeed, the widespread availability of
classical computers led to a new wave of algorithmic innova-
tion, and the establishment of computational chemistry, mate-
rials science, and physics as scientific fields. Should quantum
hardware continue to develop at the current rate, we can thus
look forward also to a new wave of developments in quantum
algorithms, and the emergence of new computational disci-
plines dedicated to the study of chemistry, materials science,
and physics on quantum computers.
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